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I. STATBMBNT OF THE PROBLBM

Over the past year, we hâve been testing a group of teaching

stratégies which are intended to inprove fenale students'self-

esteem, their interest in and liking for the subject natter in a

range of disciplines, their connitnent to continue in the subject

and their attitude and commitment to further éducation in

gênerai. We hâve also sought to measure the effects of thèse

stratégies on the actual performance of female students. Although

we were initially drawn to work in this area as a resuit of the

concerns which had been expressed by both men and women teachers

at Vanier Collège, our formulation of the research probien has

represented a response to a larger body of data. This data

suggests that wonen and nen hâve différent educational patterns

and that the pattern for wonen is distinguished fron that of nen

by their tendency to drop out of the educational System in

greater nunbers at higher levéla.

According to Statistics Canada (1985), the proportion of

fenale university students in Canada rose fron 37% in 1971 to 45%

in 1983. However, nore than half of the increase was accounted

for by part-tine students. While 31% of nale undergraduates were

part-tine students in 1983, 45% of fenale students were part-

tiners. Wonen received 51% of the bachelor's degrees in Canada,

but nore nen entered graduate programmes and substantially nore

nen received doctorates (25% of Ph.D.'s are wonen). Needless to

say, wonen renained concentrated in their traditional fields.

It is interesting that in the sciences the sane pattern for
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wonen appears but it is nore dranatic and it nanifests itself at

an earlier stage of the student's acadenic career. At Vanier

Collège, the wonen's rate of programme transfer or drop-out

ranged from 1.5 to 2 times the rate for men in 3 of the 4 years

from 1983-1987 (Registrar's Statistics, Vanier Collège, 1986).

There is no reason to believe that this pattern is atypical. In

fact, in the passage fron collège to university it becones

increasingly clear. The CEGEP level registration rate of wonen at

approxinately 45% drops to 35% in pure science and to 20% in

applied science at the university level (Bureau de statistique.

Université Laval). This, in spite of the fact, repeatedly

reconfirned, that the success rate for wonen is actually slightly

higher than that of nen (Bulletin Statistique, DGEC, 1984).

To us as researchers, thèse findings suggested that our

research should be conducted across several disciplines and

should include, but not be linited to, the expériences of wonen

in the sciences. The statistics on the performance of wonen in

the sciences also alerted us to the importance of enphasizing the

extent to which women do not make up a disadvantaged group in the

traditional sensé of this term. We found it useful to

conceptualize the underrepresentation of women as évidence of a

tendency for women to abandon the educational process more

readily than men and it was clear, fron the outset, that one

would hâve to understand the "drop rate" as the resuit of a

conplex of factors.

It is within this context that we wanted to underline the
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research and docunentation on various forms of sexïsm in

éducation in Québec. Philippe Ricard (CEGEP Rosenont) has been

concerned with the opération of sexisn in the CEGEP nilieu (1984,

1987-88). Lise Horth (Collège Drunnondville, 1985, PAREA) has

also investigated the extent to which teachers reproduoe the

sexist attitudes of society in their relations with the collège

clientèle.Lise Dunnigan's work (in co-operation with the Conseil

du statut de la fenne and the Ministry of Education, 1975) has

isolated the contribution of school nanuals and texts to the

perpétuation of sexual stéréotypes in Québec and the Ministry of

Education has since 1978 expressed its concern with the impact of

direct and systemic discrimination (Québec, Ministère de

l'éducation, Dossier sur la condition féminine). We do not want

to dismiss the impact of sexism. Overt and hidden forms of

discrinination hâve shaped and continue to shape wonen's

educational career patterns in ways which we are only beginning

to trace. Nor do we want for a nonent to disniss the importance

of économie and social factors in shaping the educational pattern

of women. Any attempt to understand the drop-rate for women nust

also include récognition of the extent to which wonen expérience

narriage and the fanily as countervailing forces vis a vis the

pulls of higher éducation.

Nonetheless, the présent research sets out to explore a

différent terrain. We wanted to focus upon that aspect of the

"drop" phenonenon which could be understood as representing the

failure of the educational process to captivate fenale students.
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At this point then, we took up the feninist critique of éducation

which suggests that traditional pedagogy, practised with the best

of intentions in a classroon where nen and wonen sit side by side

in apparent equality, nay not be experienced in the sane way by

the sexes. There is a large and varied body of research which

bears upon this issue.

One of the first areas which we investigated was the

interaction of gender différences with standard forns of

classroon interaction. An interesting nix of research data, drawn

fron différent disciplines and involving quite différent

populations, suggests that fenale students nay be disadvantaged

in even an average sized class, where the vast najority of the

interaction is either focussed on or nediated by the teacher. Of

crucial importance hère are the gender patterns of talk and

interruption. Most of the studies in this field confirn that in

nixed groups, nen speak nore frequently and they are nore likely

to interrupt when a wonan is speaking (Spender, 1980). Research

specifically directed to exanining classroon behaviour reproduces

very sinilar findings. Myra and David Sadker confirn this view

and they observe that the process is perpetuated by the greater

tendency of nales to nake verbal interventions as opposed to

raising their hands (Laforce, 1987). The nale voice appears,

therefore, to be the dominant voice in the classroon and, we hâve

reason to believe that sone wonen students will eventuaily sink

into silence (Rich, 1979).

In our research, the unequal distribution of talk between
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the sexes has been of particular concern because of its potential

inpact upon the learning process. There is a persuasive body of

pedagogical theory, developed in England and the United States,

and closely associated with the approach of Literacy Across the

Curriculun Programmes, which enphasizes the critical function of

language in the acquisition of knowledge. In France, the work of

Stella Baruk, to understand learning in mathematics, offers an

interesting exploration of the theory in practice.

Baruk (1985) underlines the indispensable rôle of talk in

the language of everyday discourse, as the means by which the

teacher of mathenatics can uncover the significance of error and

help the student nove toward understanding. In fact, she even

conceptualizes understanding as a forn of hearing-

"l'entendement". If, as thèse théories naintain, speech is

central to the process by which students cône to possess naterial

and lay clain to it as their own, then students who are not given

the opportunity to speak, and students who, for various reasons,

do not seize the opportunity to speak, are at a disadvantage. We

now know that wonen are disproportionately over-represented in

thèse groups.

The teacher, as the nediator of interaction in the

classroon, clearly plays an important rôle in ail of this and it

is therefore significant that several researchers hâve found that

teachers are frequently unconsciously coup1icit in the process

which accords more time and more attention to maies. (Serbin and

O'Leary, 1975). So powerful are the forces at work, that American
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researchers hâve found that even teachers who identify thenselves

as feninists are unable to accurately assess the relative

frequency of "boy-talk" and "girl-talk" (Laforce, 1987). Thèse

findings also serve to suggest that, however important non-

sexist attitudes may be in terms of créâting a non-sexist

environment in the classroom, non-sexist attitudes nay, in

thenselves, not be sufficient to ensure equal treatnent for

fenale students. We hâve thus placed pedagogical practice at the

centre of the research design for this project.

Since fenale students seen to fare less well than nale

students in the compétition for attention in the classroon, it

seened important to consider the possibility that compétition in

gênerai night impact differently upon the sexes. In fact, the

research suggests that fenale students nay be disadvantaged in

situations where standard pedagogical practices enphasize

compétition either in terms of perfornance in class or through

évaluation techniques. For décades now researchers hâve observed

that wonen's perfornance tends to decrease as the level of

conpetition increases. Wonen's achievenent patterns in

conpetitive situations hâve been variously interpreted as

manifestations of rôle conflict, structural inequality, and

institutional discrinination (Epstein, 1984), anxiety about

failure, and anxiety about success (Horner, 1969). Clearly it is

not within the scope of this research project to weigh the

relative nerits of the various theoretical stances. It is,

however, important to insist upon the fact that conpetition
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itself seens to hâve a négative effect upon wonen.

The findings with respect to the négative impact of

compétition are given new signifieance by more récent évidence

which suggests that women's performance is enhanced in situations

which favour co-operation. Again the data hère is drawn from

several différent fields of inquiry. For exanple, Dale Spender,

in tracing gender différences with respect to speech patterns

(1980), demonstrates that women are more inclined to co-operative

modes of expression and problem solving. Carole Gilligan (1982)

stresses the premium placed upon co-operation in the

psychological development she describes for women; and this is

one of the clear gender différences revealed in research

évaluâted in the Vista séries "The Pinks and the Blues".

This work on co-operation forces one to re-evaluate the

meaning of the réticence which teachers often observe in their

female students. The behaviour which we hère term réticence is

described frequently in the literature - most eloquently perhaps

by Adrienne Rich (1979). It also finds expression in the reports

of teachers who hâve participated in various workshops which we

hâve conducted. For the purposes of the current research, we hâve

found it useful to conceptualize the non-participation of

students in compétitive situations as the expression of a

préférence for an alternative mode of interaction. In other

words, as Leonie Burton suggests, if students (and she is hère

describing women students in the mathematics classroom), are not

participating then perhaps "... ceci n'est pas seulement une i

i
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question de confiance nais une préférence pour un style

d'interactions qui ne soit pas empreint de confrontation et de

conpetition" (Lafortune, 1986).

[ It is therefore hardly surprising that research on gender

_, différences also suggests that wonen's psychological developnent

may differ from that of nales in terns of the preniun which is

m placed upon human relationships. Carole Gilligan (1982) argues

that women value the relationships between people over abstract
p

principles and,in fact, in this respect the developnent of noral

reasoning nay proceed differently in fenales than in nales.

[ Belenky et al (1986) trace an analogous process in their

P exploration of différent nodes of knowing in wonen. Working with

différent data, they too cône to enphasize the importance of
ip

j "connectedness" in seeking to capture and validate the process by

r which women corne to understand their worlds.

Ail of which leads to the final area of concern in terms of

n this project, namely, the extent to which women nay be

disadvantaged by an educational systen which values the rational
si

over the intuitive and which consistently dénies and even

_ invalidâtes the importance of affect. Researchers in this area

warn of the dangers of lapsing into traditional stéréotypes and

m indeed, most are agreed that there is no basis for positing

biological or immutable sources to explain the propensities which

many observers hâve noted. Nonetheless, it is true, as Marie

Josée Desrivières points out that Québec university women report

"qu'elles aiment les approches globales associant approche
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rationelle et intuitive" (Laforce, 1987). !

Both research and connon sensé tell us that women "s ""

expériences, shaped by socialization and nediated by the social

structure, are différent fron those of nen. For thèse reasons, j

Adrienne Rich (1979) enphasizes the importance of introducing and

validating individual female expérience in the classroon and, in

fact, this is a cornerstone of feninist thinking in the work of

British and American educators. In the United States, Evelyn

Torton Beck (Bunch and Pollack, 1983) reports positive results in

surveys of wonen students exposed to courses which use various

self-disclosure techniques. I

Ail of thèse considérations led us to propose that fenale H

students night be better served by a pedagogy which nore

faithfully reflected what we know about the needs and

expectations of fenale students. Such a pedagogy has, in fact,

been developed. Terned feninist pedagogy, because it takes '

account of the expériences of fenale students, its conceptual ""

franework represents an effort to address nany of the issues of

gender différence which we hâve raised above. Hence, feminist

pédagogues emphasize the establishment of "an atmosphère of

mutual respect, trust, and community in the classroon" (Bunch and I

Pollack, 1983) as a primary goal. Real efforts are nade to break r~

down the hierarchy of the traditional classroon, in the interests

of building a genuine learning community where co-operation "]

replaces compétition, and the collaborative qualities which seen

nore frequently to characterize fenale learners can be !

t

1

1
i
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experienced as advantages (Culley and Portuges, 1985).

In the feninist classroon, éducation is conceived as a

process and thus there is a sustained effort to acknowledge the

dialectical relationship between the learner and that whioh is to

be learned. As part of a gêneraiized effort to respond to the

synptons of disenpowernent which seen to characterize fenale

learners, there is an insistance upon the intégration of Personal

expérience and affective response with subject natter. At the

sane tine, students are discouraged fron beconing passive

récipients of knowledge and the feninist teacher works to croate

a learning environnent which is learner centred and learner

active.

We hypothesized that the use of this pedagogy in the
pu

[ classroon would increase the confort, commitment, and thus

p, ultimately the performance of fenale learners and, with our

attention firnly focussed on pedagogical technique (as opposed to

m content), we proposed to test the efficacy of this pedagogy

across a range of disciplines. However, before we could proceed
pu

[ to the testing, it was necessary to translate the pedagogical

theory into teaching practice. We therefore turned to the

préparation of a cohérent set of feninist pedagogical stratégies.
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II. PREPARATION OF SUBJRCTS AND MATERIALS TO BE TBSTBD

The préparation of teaching naterials and the sélection and

préparation of participâting teachers were part of a highly

interrelated process. We were, at every stage, both refining our ™

pedagogical stratégies and clarifying which spécifie disciplines

would be nost suitable for the experinent. For the purposes of

clarity, however, we will présent the process as follows.

A. Search and Sélection of Teachers

Early in Septenber, we circulated a letter and questionnaire

to ail teachers at CEGEPs André Laurendeau, Edouard Montpetit,

Montnorency, Dawson and Vanier (Appendix 1). The questionnaire

itenized stratégies we were interested in exploring, very nuch as

they had been listed in our research proposai (Appendix 2). We

asked the teachers to indicate whether they had ever used any of

the stratégies, whether they would consent to be interviewed

about their expériences, and whether they would be willing to

participate in the research itself.

We received about fifty responses, fron teachers in a very

wide range of disciplines. It was clear that sone areas would be

nore suitable for the experinent than others: nany hunanities

teachers, for instance, showed great interest in the project, but

since hunanities is taught only in the English CEGEP and differs

considerably fron its parallel core subject, philosophie, in the

1

1

1
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French CEGEP, we were forced to consider thèse teachers

inelligible for the actual experinent. Subjects such as nusic and

fine arts we considered too difficult to nonitor inasnuch as

teaching in thèse areas is often individualized and therefore

nakes little use of classroon process. It was also necessary to

narrow the focus of two of our original target areas: Social

Science and science. Teachers of sociology, anthropology and

econonics showed an interest, and we nade our choice of sociology

as the subject nost widely taught in French and English CEGEPs.

In the science area, though teachers of nathenatics and biology

answered the questionnaire, we chose physics as the test subject

since it nore clearly represents a non-traditional area for

fenale learners. In the Careers area, we originally decided upon

Nursing as représentative of a field nuch occupied by fenale

learners, and Computer Science as représentative of a field

broadly perceived as nale doninated yet still offering a

reasonably large sanple of female students. As we had

anticipated, thèse décisions regarding the Careers were complex

and difficult to make. At a later point, because of the intricacy

of its programme demands and pedagogy, we were forced to abandon

our volunteers from Nursing in favour of those from Early

Childhood Education.

In sorting through thèse responses and naking a prelininary

list of teachers whon we could call upon to take part in the

testing, we were also listing a différent group of teachers whon

we could call upon for prelininary interviews about their
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teaching expériences. This second list was conprised of those

teachers whon we had to elininate, as described above, and those

who expressed an interest in the interview but not the full

senester of expérimentation.

B. Background Interviews on the Proposed Pedagogical Stratégies

The interview schedule (Appendix 3) which we designed for

thèse sessions allowed us to examine how teachers in various

disciplines had been using the stratégies we were proposing, and

what they thought about their success. Since each of the teachers

interviewed had ticked off the stratégies they were accustomed to

employ, and thèse were by no means consistent, each interview

necessarily covered différent territory. The range of disciplines

involved (English, français, physics, biology, Computer Science,

psychology, Mechanical Technology, Early Childhood Education and

Nursing) also made for a variety of responses. Thus, though the

interview material was complex and in some ways difficult to

correlate, it was enormously helpful to us in developing our

stratégies so that they could be used in the disciplines we were

intending to employ. In ail, eighteen teachers (twelve female and

six maie) were interviewed between Septomber and November. The

interviews were taped and the information we gained from them is

presented hère under the headings for the original six stratégies

we were proposing to test.

c^

ce?

1

1
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1. Self-Disclosure

The teachers who were most willing to talk about this

strategy tended to focus on two principal kinds of disclosure

which a teacher might make to a class: Personal examples of life

situations and Personal examples of learning process.

Teachers of Language and Literature and of psychology seened

to feel it natural and necessary to talk about their own Personal

expériences in the classroon, not only to clarify naterial but to

encourage students to nake Personal connections as well. They

agreed that their readiness to use this tactic had a great deal

to do with the subject natter, dealing as it does with hunan

problems which students understand better if they can identify

with them. Thèse teachers said that self-disclosures of this kind

could be either planned or spontaneous: one can "discover" a

useful Personal intervention in one class and then make it a

regular part of the teaching of that area in the future. Thèse

teachers seened to rely on intuition to guide then as to how

often to use the Personal, and how nuch to disclose. Ail were

aware of the importance of naking only suitable disclosures and

of distinguishing between disclosure and confession.

Sonewhat to our surprise, and very helpful to us in the

final shaping of this strategy, was the fact that far nore

teachers talked about disclosure of Personal learning processes

than about Personal life situations. Examples which allowed the

teacher to situate herself/hinself as a learner were seen as nost

useful in denocratizing the classroon and establishing an
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atnosphere of respect for enquiry. Thèse self-disclosures were

often affective, inasnuch as their principal content was how the

teacher had felt about certain learning situations as a student,

or how s/he had felt about an idea or a process when it was first

encountered. Affective disclosures were not the only kind to be

discussed, however. Sone teachers actually brought to the

classroon the work they were currently engaged in - articles,

experinents and so forth - where either the content was relevant

to the course, or the teacher's activity forned a parallel with

sone activity being taught.

Teachers in the Career areas of Early Childhood and Nursing

used a great deal of self-disclosure which appeared to conbine

both Personal expérience and learning process. Their exanples

were usually drawn fron clinical expériences of their own in the

field. Thèse exanples had both affective and cognitive

conponents, often provided probiens for discussion, allowed

students to see their teachers as struggling with sone of the

sane questions as they were, and encouraged students to discuss

the difficulties they might be having in their own field work.

Some other teachers were clearly wary of this technique. One

maie teacher said that self-disclosure cornes naturally when a

teacher feels particularly close to a group, but that if the

technique were to be used as a pedagogical tool it might well be

resented as intrusive. This remark actually rejoins those of the

comfortable users of the strategy who stressed the natter of

appropriateness. Few science teachers appeared interested in

r^fi
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discussing the nethod. Fewer nen than wonen appeared to be

interested in the nethod, though it is true that a larger portion

of those nen interviewed were science teachers. Of the non-

science nale teachers interviewed, one felt very confortable with

self-disclosure while another tended to use life and process

exanples which cane fron his observations of others rather than

fron his own expériences.

Interestingly, none of the teachers appeared to feel that

self-disclosure had created pedagogical probiens for then. The

question of eliciting therapeutic relationships was dealt with at

sone length by the psychology teacher, but she was quick to point

out that she thought therapeutic relationships with students

arise nore fron the subject being taught than fron self-

disclosures by the teacher. She asserted, noreover, that though

students night seek her out to discuss Personal difficulties,

extrene dependency had never becone a probien. Clearly,

experienced teachers communicate very effectively the appropriate

boundaries for teacher-student relationships. Encouraging

Personal connections to material does not seem to hâve aide

effects which teachers willing to use the method cannot handle.

The négative remarks made about self-disclosure came from those

who do not use it.

2. Peer Support Groups Inside and Outside the Classroom

It was during the interview process that we discovered how

easily this strategy could become confused with collaborative
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group projects. Clarifying what we néant for the interview

subjects helped us to clarify it for ourselves, and their

connents and expériences allowed us finally to nake inportant

distinctions. One of the very useful contributions cane fron an

early Childhood Education teacher who brought us an article on

learning partnerships to add to our literature (Robinson,

Sabetryon and Griffin, 1985). Also useful were the science

teachers' expériences with lab partnerships.

Ail teachers agreed that having students work together had

enornous educational advantages. Having two or three students

work on a task requires then to talk out probiens in

conprehension, nake décisions about alternatives, and actively

work toward sone conclusion. In terns of engagenent with subject

natter, teachers were unaninous that this team approach was

superior to almost any other classroom nethod. In terns of

drawing the best out of otherwise retiring and inactive learners,

teachers of Language and Literature were nost enphatic about the

advantages of dyads and triads. One maie English teacher spoke

about the particular opportunities for self-expression which this

method presented for the quiet female students. Two teachers of

français said that female students always did the best

partnership work, especially when paired with each other.

In terns of actual partnership fornâtion, nost teachers

tended to feel students should choose their own. It was observed |

that students tend to choose students of their own sex and ethnie

group to work with, if at ail possible, and that thèse

H
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partnerships work the best. One of the science teachers talked

about the painful occasions where a student is left out, and has

to be found an "unwilling" partner by the teacher. The particular

example he described démonstrated a probien both of gender and

visible ninority status. No solutions were suggested, but this is

an inportant point and nust be kept in nind.

Science teachers were quite confortable with the notion of

full term-length fixed partnerships, since this has becone the

practice in laboratories. One said that the original reasons for

such partnerships nay well hâve been space, equipnent and cost of

materials, but that even if there were opportunities for students

to do labs alone, partnerships would still be his choice because

of the learning process such arrangements offer to students.

Teachers in non-science areas were less confortable with term-

length partnerships, and spoke of their concern about

partnerships that "don't work". Most teachers favoured groups of

two, but some argued that three is less compétitive and more

practical in terms of absenteeism. Science teachers were nuch

nore concerned about différences in ability level in peer group

learning than non-science teachers. One science teacher said that

she always organizes any peer work only after she has cône to

know of the ability range in her classroon. Another teacher said

there is less advantage in such partnerships for the bright

student who can easily do the work alone.

An inportant area of concern is the natter of individual

responsibility in any peer activity, and how such an activity can
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be fairly evaluated. Science teachers liked the lab situation in

that the work has to be done together but the lab written up "1

individually and the nark given for the individual work. Teachers

in non-science areas seened to be nore anxious to évaluâte the |

work of the dyad as well, and offered suggestions as to how to ,»

involve students évaluâting each other as well as having sone way

for the teacher to check the process. n

The use of class tine is another area of concern. Science

teachers were prepared to use partnerships only in the lab; to

use then in the rest of the course took too nuch tine, they said,

and interfered with covering course content. Ail agreed that any

kind of peer interactive work takes enornous anounts of class

tine, and one has to be prepared to deal with this probien.

What none of the teachers interviewed addressed, however,

was our spécifie notion of learning partnerships which carried on

outside the classroon and helped students develop confidence in

their ability to help each other in infornal ways toward a sensé

of their own autonony as learners. When we talked about such

outside the classroon connections, teachers spoke of the very

real probiens of students getting together outside of class, the

difficulty for the teacher in deternining who did the work if

sone kind of product is involved, and the gênerai probien of

nonitoring the process. It was our sensé, however, that nost of

thèse renarks were focussed around the idea of group projects

with student nenbership of four or five, rather than process-

oriented and affectively based connections between two students

i
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who could easily do a lot of their communication over the phone.

In fact, none of the teachers had actually used partnerships as

support units in the way that we had envisaged.

3. Self-Initiated Projects

Certain teachers were quite adamant that self-inititated

projects are the only kinds of assignments that allow students to

fulfill their learning potential. The importance of student

interest was stressed over and over again by thèse teachers. They

described how they assisted students in choosing topics of

interest and relevance, if such assistance was asked for, but

the starting point was always the individual's interest or the

priorities established by the class as a whole. The teachers who

were convinced of the importance of this type of assignnent came

fron widely differing disciplines: English, psychology,

photography, and Computer Science. The fact that the subject was

not discussed in the science area reflects that area's tendency

not to use projects as a pedagogical device.

It bécane clear as we talked to thèse teachers that self-

initiated projects are nost often used in group contexts, and

that the sane willingness on the part of the teacher to allow

students to explore their own interests is often coupled with a

willingness to allow students to guide and collaborate with each

other. In both cases, students are entrusted with and responsible

for a part of their own learning.
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4. Using Writing in the Learning Process

Many of our interview subjects had been involved in Literacy

Across the Curriculun workshops and therefore understood what we

néant by a writing component that allows students to explore

ideas and questions without concern for the quaiity of the

written product. Others, however, lacked this background, and we

sometimes had to explain that the writing assignment which tests

writing proficiency or mastery of material is not writing to

learn.

Ail the teachers who used writing in the learning process

stressed its effectiveness in focussing student attention and

forcing a process of thought. Only two (one in Nursing, another

in photography) were actually using it as a classroom device.

Most were using journals in which the students wrote at hone. In

the Nursing area, journals of clinical field work are often

required, and give students the opportunity to record their

expériences, reflect upon then, and express their feelings about

what has transpired. Thèse journals also becone naterial for

discussion in groups. Both the psychology and the Early Childhood

Education teacher had used class reaction journals in which

students were required to reflect on their classroon learning and

to nake Personal connections with the naterial. The Early

Childood teacher stressed the fact that when she reads thèse

journals, she nerely connents on then; she does not correct but

asks questions to extend thinking. Most of the teachers using

writing to learn agreed that narking for writing accuracy is
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inappropriate, though they did bewail the poor writing skills of

their students. One was very clear, however, about the fact that

the quality of writing in the journal was always nuch superior to

the writing in tern papers, possibly because of the students'

interest in and commitment to the task.

A teacher of biology described an experinent with a

collective class log, filed on reserve in the library, in which

students were required to write once a week at least a page of

commentary on some subject relevant to the course. Each student

was given an alias and section in the log (a loose leaf binder)

which corresponded to the alias: it was into this section that

they were to file their writing. Subjects were sometimes assigned

by the teacher, and sometimes left up to the discrétion of the

students. Students began to read each other's writings after a

while, and to comment upon them.Much of the dialogue, however,

seemed to revolve around the identification of students rather

than the subject matter. When we asked the teacher if she felt

this alias absolutely necessary, she was not adamant about it:

she had thought the students might be more willing to participate

if they knew their anonymity was protected. She felt the

experiment had been a great success, and that it had not been as

much work for her as individual journals. She had only to go to

the library when she had the chance and check off each student's

work.
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5. Student-Centred Course Materials

It became clear during thèse interviews that ail concerned

teachers try to incorporate student-centred materials into their

courses. In the sciences, this involves providing examples and

problems that tap students' prior knowledge and interest. In the

non-science areas, it often involves not only using examples and

assignments appropriate to the students' interests, but choosing

texts that students will find relevant and meaningful at this

stage of their developnent. There were varying degrees of

awareness of the problem of sexist materials and the importance

of finding ways to make female learners less marginalized in the '

learning situation. On the whole, the female teachers seemed much H

more sensitive to this problem inasmuch as they were the only

ones who would voluntarily introduce the subject into the

conversation with the interviewer.

!

i
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6. Appealing to Differing Skills and Styles «"J
i

Only two teachers gave overt référence to this matter: an

English teacher and a biology teacher. The English teacher said

that he always tried to outline différent ways of learning at the

beginning of his courses and to suggest that students should try !

to identify their own preferred method and maximize their «*

opportunities for making use of it. On the whole, he said, he

left it up to the students to follow up on the matter. The

biology teacher said she does much the same thing (though

interestingly her learning style model was entirely différent
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fron the English teacher's). She went on to say, however, that

she felt the natter of learning styles had been addressed,

assessed and discussed a great deal, but little had been done to

connect it with teaching styles, and how teachers can facilitate

différent kinds of learners.

We began to feel, however, as we talked to nore teachers,

that good teachers tend to acconnodate différent learning styles

by varying the methods used in the classroon, and by allowing

exceptions for students with exceptional difficulties or

abilities.

7. Collaborative Work on a Collective Project

As stated in iten 2 (Peer Support Groups),there tended to be

a good deal of confusion about the différences between support

partnerships and group projects. For the purposes of the

interviews, we began to nake a distinction between partnerships

on the one hand and larger groups on the other, as well as

between on-going process-oriented dyads with nany disparate tasks

and one-tine task-oriented groups with sonething to contribute to

the class as a whole. However, it was clear that there were nany

variations possible. Instead of presenting exanples, of which

there were nany, we outline hère the concerns which teachers

expressed which led us to design our stratégies the way we did.

One of the principal concerns about collaborative group work

is the tine that it takes. If students are asked to do the

préparation outside of class, their differing schedules nake it
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an alnost intolérable burden. If they are given tine in class to

do the work, weeks of class tine can vanish. For thèse reasons,

nany teachers, particularly those in Nursing, hâve given up on

group work entirely, though ail spoke as highly of its advantages

as they did of the peer support partnerships.

Another concern about group work is évaluation, how to

design nodels that allow for individual as well as group work,

and consequently pernit the teacher to give fair grades. Sone

teachers adnitted they had sinply corne to accept the fact that

individual input to group projects always varies, and that the

best students do more of the work. Most, however, were

uncomfortable with giving only group grades. Allowing students in

the group to evaluate each other was a device suggested by sone

and distrusted by others. Sone of the teachers had very intricate

neans of ensuring that individuals had spécifie tasks within the

group that could later be evaluated. Sone had stratégies by which

inprovenent in individual student performance is not only

rewarded individually but also returns as an advantage for the

group.

Though few of the teachers articulated it openly, it became

clear that group work requires a great deal of careful planning

on the part of the teacher. It requires relinquishing an area of

the course to the students. The choice of topics is of primary

importance: some areas are suitable for group work and some are

not. Teachers also need to find some balance between directing

the work and allowing the students to find their own directions.
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Teachers who felt their group work had been successful were those

who had very précise notions about the objectives of the task,

the relationship of individuals to the group and the group to the

rest of the class, and how much class time nust of necessity be

given to students to do their planning. They had also worked out

ways of nonitoring the progress of the group wlthout interfering

with group dynanics. This monitoring sometimes takes the form of

written reports, and sometimes office appointments with the

teacher. They were ail conscious of the problem of class

attention to student présentations and had ways of naking sure

that there was sonething for the listeners to do with naterial

being presented. Thèse successful teachers also appeared to be

very experienced in the use of group work, and confessed that

their nethods had been worked out through trial and error. Ail

said that the process was worth it, even if the products were

sometimes weak. Ail agreed, however, that group products were

usually of anazingly high quality. Not surprisingly, few science

teachers were interested in collaborative group work because of

the class time problem and the individual grade issue, but one

used a model much used in non-science classes, where small groups

work out individual solutions and then discuss the implications

of their findings in the class as a whole.

C. The Stratégies Choaen fnr Tegfcinfr

The interviews clarified several important points about the
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préparation of stratégies for pedagogical testing. First, it was

important to hâve clearly defined, distinctive teaching

behaviours and/or classroom procédures for teachers to follow.

Second, it was very important to provide thèse teachers with

guidance for systematizing thèse practices with respect to

évaluation and intégration with course content. Third, it was

necessary to give the teachers in the experinent some way to

record their use of the stratégies, so that they could monitor

the process and describe it to the researchers.

Thèse gênerai principles guided us both in the sélection and n

in the description of the stratégies we decided to use. It bécane

very clear through the interviews that three of the stratégies m
i

described in our research proposai and discussed with the
ISS

interview subjects were not useful for the project in that

particular forn. Self-inititated projects, for instance, appeared

to be so spécifie as to discipline that it would be alnost '

inpossible to design a procédure for a nultidisciplinary group of ""

teachers to follow. Moreover, science teachers were not using

projects. Furthermore, some non-science teachers saw projects as

group work, while some others did not. Finally, to what degree

can students ever be said to initiate work on their own ? Does

the word self-initiated mean that the students merely choose H

their own topics, or does it nean that they choose whether or not

to do the work at ail ? Recognizing the importance of student-

centred tasks which is underscored by this strategy, and

determined to build this élément into the package under another !

1
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heading, we decided to abandon Self-Initiated Projects as a

spécifie strategy.

Similar décisions were made with respect to Student-Centred

Course Materials and Appealing to Differing Skills and Styles. As

became clear in the interviews, ail good teachers try to do both

of thèse things, and would be unwilling to teach control sections

without making use of thèse stratégies. Course naterials are also

unique to course and discipline: we did not see ourselves as

equipped to furnish this type of guidance for such a large nunber

of disciplines. With respect to learning styles, we decided that,

in a certain sensé, the whole project was addressing this

question, in that new and better learning styles for wonen

students were being sought out.

We therefore chose to focus the testing around Self-

Disclosure, Peer Support Partnerships, Writing in the Learning

Process and Collaborative Course Units. In doing so, we were

first of ail elininating sone of the confusion in our earlier

définitions. We were also elininating as spécifie stratégies

those areas of the original proposai which actually enbodied

pedagogical principles rather than pedagogical techniques. We

were very conscious, however, that the inportant principles of

learner-centred learner-active éducation nust continue to aninate

the research. The teacher package which we therefore prepared for

participants was designed to offer a list of related stratégies

from which teachers could sélect those behaviours which best

suited their own style, subject natter and Personality. We
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recognized at this point that we would not be testing the

stratégies individually, but that we would ask teachers to adopt

at least two and to follow our directions as carefully as

possible throughout the semester. In this way, we believed, we

could test the efficacy of the pedagogy as a group of related

stratégies designed to better accomnodate the needs of female

learners.

1. Self-Disclosure

The importance of personalizing éducation for wonen students

has been nuch discussed in writings by feninist educators (Bunch

and Pollack, 1983; Balenky, 1986; Spender, 1981). Systenatic H
i

designs for the use of self-disclosure hâve not yet appeared in

the literature, however, and we were forced to define our own and

request that teachers follow it as closely as posible. We defined n

two aspects of self-disclosure: one for the classroon

lecture/discussion, and one for responding to students' written

work.

Idéally once a week, but at least once every two weeks, the

teacher chooses a few nonents of class tine in which s/he can

reveal her/hinself engaged in a learning/working process rather

than as an acconplished naster of skills and content.In naking

this self-disclosure, the teacher tries to create an atnosphere

in which the students feel free to examine their own states of

process, reveal their own confusion, ask questions, and see the

learning process as universal and désirable rather than either

H
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the temporary state of the young and powerless or the

uncomfortable state of the impossibly ignorant. The point is to

engage the students, insofar as is possible, as colleagues,

albeit junior ones, in a discussion of their work. The goal is to

enhance the students' capacity to see thenselves as serious

learners who are responsible for their own thought processes.

Contexts for self-disclosure are easily found, once the

principle is clear. One could indicate how difficult one found a

particular probien or concept when one was a student; conversely,

one could say how exciting or helpful one found a particular idea

or connection. Disclosures about présent learning situations

which the teacher is involved in can also be used to help bridge

the gap between teacher and learners. A disclosure about sone

aspect of the teacher's life expérience which illustrâtes what is

being dealt with in class is designed to encourage students to

nake sinilar connections with their lives and to find new

relevance in the course naterial.

We assuned that the greater the variety of contexts in which

the teacher uses disclosure, the nore likely it is to hâve a

positive effect. We asked teachers to keep a systenatic week-by-

week record of the disclosure process and its effect on the class

so that they could learn fron their expérience.

In using self-disclosure to respond to written work, the

teacher/reader communicates her/his reading process of the

student text and how this process leads to the final grade.

Sinple "I" statenents are used throughout the responding process.
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The strategy is designed to enphasize reading process as learning

process on the part of the teacher, rather than prior nastery of

naterial by the teacher against which the students' efforts are
psi

neasured. For this reason the teacher's connents throughout the

paper are nore inportant than the final sunnary connent. ^

This strategy has obvious relevance in the teaching of

Language and Literature (English and français) where student

writing is nuch emphasized and problems of writing compétence and

confidence are dealt with directly. The nurturing and egalitarian

interventions of the teacher are designed to help students reread

and revise their texts for improved communication and

development.

Moreover, because this strategy is designed to enphasize the

extent to which teachers, like students, are involved in a

process of grappling with various issues, it is particularly

well-adapted to the Social Sciences. Hère, research is, indeed,

recognized as an on-going process of confrontation and resolution

between the researcher and the object of her/his research. In

self-consciously communicating this dynamic to students,

teachers, we believe, can meaningfully humanize the classroon by

enphasizing the shared acadenic endeavour. The student thus

becones, if not a partner, at least an acconplice.

Self-disclosure in responding to work which students hand in

for évaluation is nore difficult in science areas, but if ways

can be found to use it, sone of the intinidating pressures of

getting the "right answer" should be aneliorated. In this

ra?
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respect, connents on various stages of the lab report or at early

points in the solution of a probien highlight what is working and

what is not, and how each step of the process contributes toward

the final resuit. They invite the student to examine her/his

writing or probien solving process to see where it can be

inproved, rather than to expérience the sensé of fallure in

having arrived at the wrong answer. This careful use of process

commentary encourages in teachers what Stella Baruk sees as so

essential: the récognition of exactly where the student's

difficulties lie with respect to mathenatical concepts and

processes (1985). "I" statenents are designed to be encouraging,

and renarks like "I think you went wrong hère", with a clear

indication of where the student should begin to rethink her/his

work, are nore useful, we believe, than a large red X at the end.

We provided teachers with a list of sample "I" responses for

use throughout their reading of the paper, as well as sone

suggestions as to summary statements which urge the student to

respond to thèse responses.

2. Peer Support Partnerships

Our définition of this strategy became nuch nore spécifie

after the interview process. We dropped the word "group" and

adopted "partnerships", "dyads" and "triads", clearly liniting

the nunbers in each team. We also suggested permanent term-

length dyads or triads who work together, both inside and outside

the classroom, so that no student needs to expérience the course
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in isolation.

The overail objectives of this strategy are to hunanize the ™[

classroon by créâting structures which offer students the

opportunity to build relationships of nutual respect, trust and

support with other students, and to enhance the autonony and p»

self-sufficiency of each student by placing value upon student-

centred learning. The use of peer partnerships is designed to **

deal directly with those feelings of aliénation and

narginalization which fenale learners describe as part of their

expérience of traditional classroons, particularly in large post- .

secondary institutions, and, even nore specifically, in science

areas. r"

We suggested on-going activities in which the teacher offers

sonetines nore, sonetines less structure, but in which there is

always sone simple way for the teacher to verify that the dyad is

working properly. Peer support partnerships need validation in

terms of spécifie tasks and récognition in terms of narks. For m

the latter, we suggested a block of narks be set aside for the

peer partner process, perhaps five or ten, and that the narks be

given to those students who participate fully in those tasks

which are set in notion. Students should be asked to write a '

short évaluation of their partnerships once or twice during the ""

tern. As to learning tasks, they should be designed in such a way

that they can easily be checked off rather than corrected, so

that they do not becone an intolérable burden for the teacher but

are still recognized as valuable parts of the student learning.

r^
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Early in the senester, in the second or third class, but

with at least one class of warning, students should be given five

ninutes of class tine to confirn their dyads/triads, exchange

téléphone nunbers and tine tables, and so on. The teacher should

nake a record of the partnerships at this tine, and nake sone in

class use of the dyads in the next few weeks. The point nust be

nade by the teacher that students can be helpful to one another.

We provided teachers with a very full list of possible tasks

for dyad/triad work. Dyad exercises such as paired introductions

at the beginning of the course can be used to help reinforce

listening and speaking skills, but their nain purpose is to

inprove class atmosphère and raise the level of subséquent

student participation in class discussion. Partners can help each

other with assigned readings by interviewing each other on

spécifie aspects of the text. Partners can help spot check

aspects of each other's writing. Collaborative assignments can be

devised in which the partners help each other choose and refine

topics, sélect readings, and set up work outUnes. Spécifie

problems can be assigned for partnership rather than individual

homework: individuals must thus talk through the process and

agrée .both upon the methods to use and the final answer.

Individuals within a partnership can be assigned to explain some

concept to each other, whether by using an analogy fron everyday

life, or by actually constructing an object nade of simple

materials, to illustrate three-dinensional concepts, for exanple.

The partnership can be assigned to nake up, co-operatively, a
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probien on a certain topic which will then be used either by the

teacher in the class, as a part of a set of honework exercises,

for a class test, or for a review class. Individuals can also set

questions for each other to solve.

Though we stressed the inportance of setting tasks for the

learning partners to work through, the real content of this

strategy is the language-intensive working through of learning

naterial in a context of co-operation, encouragenent and support

(Martin et al, 1976). The affect of the expérience is its nain

effect. Clearly the learning partnerships place great enphasis on

the learning process, and take sone of the tension away fron it

(Robinson, Sabetryon and Griffin, 1985). There is also a heavy

enphasis on language, hère oral rather than written, so that

students talk through their difficulties and nake sensé of

subject natter in the language of everyday speech. This has, we

believe, particular inportance for fenale learners whose silence

in the traditional classroon has been of such concern in this

research.

The teacher encourages the partners to find other ways to

offer each other help, while ensuring that the najor areas of

évaluation are still individual enough to validate self-

sufficiency, not dependence. The support which fenale learners

offer each other in thèse partnerships is an essential conponent

of the pedagogy. The solidarity which they expérience through

this neans can, we believe, help then deal nore effectively with

those feelings of powerlessness and invisibility which can so

i
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insidiously interfère with fulfillnent of potential. In this

sensé, then, support leads to increased indépendance, not

dependence.

3. Using Writing in the Learning Process

We nust enphasize hère that we called this strategy writing

to learn, not learning to write, though it is true that the nore

students use written expression the greater will be their fluency

in that nediun. However, fluency in and of itself was not our

p, prinary objective. We saw that as falling principally within the

L expertise of teachers of English and français and we recognized

m the spécifies of their nethodology. Further, we did not want to

burden the non-language teachers with the full responsibility for
pi

the literacy probiens of their students, nor did we wish to

provide students with an additional check on their expression. In

l fact we believe that write-to-learn exercises MUST NOT be

m corrected or critiqued by the teacher. If such correction takes

place, the student is pénalized for taking risks, trying out

ideas, and expressing confusion, ail of which are parts of the

exercise. We suggested that a write-to-learn component in any

course be assigned a fixed number of narks, which could be as

little as five or ten, and that the students be given the narks

if they do the writing. The writing should be valued but it

should not be critiqued, or the student will obviously try to

please the teacher rather than use the writing as a way to learn.

Given that wonen do not participate as fully as nen in the
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oral discourse of the traditonal classroon, sone nethodology must

be put in place to give them equal opportunity to take possession

of their own learning. We believe that writing-to-learn exercises

help to equalize the language expériences of nale and fenale

students.

The overail objectives are to enpower the students as

active participants in the learning procès, to incorporate a

learning nethod which seens nore confortable for fenale students,

and to help students integrate learned naterial into their own

thought processes. Teachers are asked to assign short pièces of

writing in which learners articulate what they already know about

subjects to be covered in class, what they hâve not understood

about what has been covered in class, how they feel about the

subject natter, what connections they see between différent areas

of course content, and so on. Articulation in language can help

students nake their own connections with what they are learning.

It can help then nake sensé of things, and to recognize when they

cannot do so. Short writing-to-learn assignments encourage the

intégration of course content into the students' own thought

processes in graduai non-threatening ways.

In this area of our pedagogical design, the work of

progressive educators in Literacy Across the Curriculun has been

particularly useful. Toby Fulwiler (1981) and Ira Shor (1987)

hâve shown how students nake sensé of their éducation through

fréquent and shared expériences in writing to learn. Based on our

study of their work, plus our interviews with the teachers, we

1

i

i

i
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arrived at four spécifie applications of writing to learn: five-

ninute free writes, journals, collective class logs filed in the

library, and the question and answer box.

Five-ninute free writes are periods of intense and unedited

thinking expressed on paper. Students are instructed not to lift

their pens or eyes off the page, and to trust that the ideas will

cône. If they cannot find ideas, they are to express that fact

and wonder about it. The teacher should write, too, to validate

the process, and should be willing to share her/his writing on

occasion. Free writes can be used at the beginning of a class to

engage students, at any point in a class to find out probien

areas, track down nisconceptions or help forn a bridge between

one topic and the next, or at the end of the class to help

students summarize and consolidate naterial. A sinple topic

should be given, nost usefully in the forn of a question.

Journals hâve been nuch used by feninist educators to help

students nake connections between affective and cognitive

expériences (Bunch and Pollack, 1983; Culley and Portuges, 1985;

Walden, 1988). They hâve also been highly reconnended by

progressive educators for facilitating learning (Fulwiler, 1981;

Shor, 1987). The journal requires students to reflect on what

they are learning. Students write reactions to what they are

assigned to read, reactions to class lectures, reactions to nedia

présentations. They can also be asked to deal with course content

in purely cognitive ways, for exanple, by writing paraphrases of

sections of text (50-word paraphrases, 200-word paraphrases),
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précis of lectures, chapter outlines of a reading in the text,

lecture outlines of the teacher's lectures, and so on. We

indicated to teachers that notebooks per se are inadéquate for

this purpose, for though taking notes does help students

concentrate, we do not believe it forces then to think. m

Journals présent a nuch heavier use of writing than the free

writes and we reconnended careful thought about the workload for ]

student and teacher. We did share our belief, however, that

journals are immensely valuable for helping students to keep on

top of their reading and to reflect on it, for helping them to «i

pay attention in class, for actually bringing them to class in

some cases, and for helping teachers find out what is working and 1

what is not.

It is extrêmely important that the journal be given some

mark value but that it not be corrected or critiqued. Marginalia n

is appropriate if the teacher has tine, but it should be of

gêneraily encouraging nature. Real errors in reading or **

understanding should not be dealt with in directive connents in

the journals thenselves: the teacher night go back over the

naterial again in class, or ask students to go back over their «

journal entries thenselves, after class discussion, and to nake

connents on their own new understandings. ""

A collective class log is designed to create a sensé of

community, especially in courses where the pressures of covering
j

course content make it difficult to create that kind of

relaxation in the actual classroon. Students are instructed to

i
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write at least a page, once a week, on sone natter related to the

course, whether it is their success in debugging a progran, their

difficulty with a lab, sonething they read in the newspaper that

seens course-related, sone reaction to a classroon situation, and

so on. This page of work is filed in a binder, in which each

student has a section, and which is filed in the reserve section

of the library. We reconnended that students' real nanes be used,

not the alias as described in the biology experinent. We felt

that an open Personal exchange between students was both possible

and désirable. Students are encouraged to read each other's work

and to respond to it if they wish. Dialogue can thus begin, and

this subject-talk can help students feel confortable with the

learning which they are pursuing elsewhere in nore structured

ways. We predicted that tinid fenale students would particularly

appreciate this opportunity to exchange ideas without having to

assert thenselves in class.

The question and answer box requires students to write, once

a week, one full page describing the exact nature of a difficulty

they are having with the course or a particularly interesting

idea or solution they hâve found. Articulating the question is

particularly inportant: the process of putting the probien into

words offers the students an opportunity to discover what it is

they do not know or hâve not learned; sonetines the process can

even permit them to discover their own answer. Thèse

articulations allow the teacher to see exactly where the students

are in the learning procès, and to nake very sinple individual
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interventions, or to take student questions as starting points

for review classes. Student answers for the question and answer

box could also be shared with the class.The question and answer

box is designed to help students feel nore confortable about

posing questions about their learning. It is also intended to

create a nuch closer relationship between students and teacher,

and allows the teacher to denonstrate in a really practical way

how interested s/he is in the students' learning.

4. Collaborative Course Units

Because of the nany difficulties described to us by the

teachers we interviewed with respect to student group projects,

we decided to présent only one very carefully described and

directive model for this strategy. We avoided calling it "group

projects" because of the possible confusion with peer support

partnerships, and because we wished to avoid any suggestion that

individuals were to be sacrified to the group. We suggested that

any collaborative project in which more than three students

worked together for spécifie learning or project goals be very

carefully orchestrated to ensure that tasks are done, individuals

are validated, and groups really co-operate.

What we presented was an integrated reading, writing,

student-initiated co-operatively organized and presented course

unit, in which there is group reward and individual

accountability. The objectives of the strategy are to enpower

students as active participants in the learning process, to
1

1
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denocratize the classroon, and to build a sensé of community.

The teacher is asked to choose a section of the course to which

s/he is willing to dévote about three weeks of class time plus

prior reading time for students and a period of writing time,

after group work is completed, for individual assignnents. This

could be one thenatic unit, one section of a text, one novel, one

play, etc. Students are asked to read in advance of the starting

date, and they are required to keep a reading journal of about

six sensibly spaced entries on their reading process: reactions

to the naterial, questions, interprétations, connections with the

rest of the course, and so forth. Thèse entries are checked off

but not corrected.

At the start of the class unit, the students bring their

journals and use then in order to présent a list of topics which

they think would be essential to cover this particular unit, or

which they think would be interesting ways to approach the

naterial. The students are then organized in groups of about four

(often two dyads are used) and each group is then assigned to

organize a list of topics which represents the interests and

concerns of the group. The teacher then uses thèse lists to

produce a class list of topics which will allow the class to

cover the unit adequately. Each group then chooses a topic area,

with the teacher acting as a référée in the bargaining process.

Each group then neets to subdivide the reasearch for the

topic. Each individual nust hâve a task that is neaningful,

requires a reasonable and équitable amount of work to research,
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can be written up, and will add sonething to the group. The

teacher nust therefore nonitor the division of labour quite

carefully. Individuals should work outside of class. However, it

helps to dévote sone class tine to discussion of progress and

décisions on how to présent the naterial. It should be stressed

that the reading of notes is deadly dull.

As each group présents, the rest of the class nust hâve

sonething of sone significance to do with respect to the naterial

presented. This night involve évaluation, using criteria

established and agreed on by the class as a whole. It could also

involve the naking of notes for later use in the study and

nastery of the naterial. Students can also be asked to nake up

questions to quizz the presenting groups.

After the présentations, each individual nust write up

her/his part in sone spécifie way, in order for individual

accountability to be given a neaningful rôle. This, like each of

the other steps in the collaborative process, should hâve clearly

designated mark value assigned to it. We reconnended that the

largest nunber of narks be assigned to the présentations and the

writing, but that journals, topic lists, évaluations and so on be

given at least one nark each.

i

i

i
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III. METHODOLOGT

A. Préparation of Teachers for the Kxoerinent

Fron the outset, it has been clear to us that no valid test

of thèse teaching stratégies could be nade unless teachers were

connitted to a sustained, well-informed practice of the pedagogy

throughout the senester. We therefore invested considérable

energy in helping teachers décide upon stratégies and to

understand the theoretical franework behind the research.Our

first neeting with the 23 teachers who had agreed to participate

in the project was held at Dawson Collège on Novenber 30

(Appendix 4). We nade certain that the first part of the evening

provided tine for teachers to neet one another and to discuss

infornally their interests and concerns. This initial tine period

also enabled us to welcone then individually to the project and

to express our pleasure with each person's participation. We then

proceeded to a bilingual présentation of the theoretical

background of the research and an outline of the basic

stratégies. We also gave each teacher an outline of the naterial

described in section C above. We called this outline Propositions

Prélininaires or Draft Outline of the Stratégies (Appendix 5).

Teachers were invited to ask questions and raise concerns.

Connections between the feninist theory and the teaching

stratégies provoked considérable interest and discussion, as we

had hoped. Teachers were invited to contribute suggestions for

inproving the package as well as to sélect two stratégies they
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would be willing to test. Each teacher was linked, by subject,

with one of the researchers, and they were asked to connunicate |

with us before the Christnas break.

As it turned out, no teachers suggested changes to the

package, and so we adopted the draft as it had been proposed. A n

nunber of infornai neetings with snall groups of teachers took

place in the nonth of Decenber, as teachers considered our H

proposais and selected the stratégies they wished to test. Thèse

neetings underlined for ail of us the inportance of discussion

and personal contact anong teachers embarking upon a pedagogical

experinent. What began to happen anong the teachers was what we

hoped would begin to happen anong the students: a language-

intensive intégration process of new ideas into already well-

forned and individualistic franeworks of thought. We saw this as !

very much connected with our theoretical framework for feninist »

pedagogy, wherein individuals learn together as colleagues,

respecting différences anong each other. Much of what was said to ™]

us infornaily by thèse teachers as they prepared their course

outlines helped us later in explaining and expanding the pedagogy

in future workshops.

Hands-on workshops were conducted in French on January 12 at

Vanier and in English on January 16 at Dawson. A supplenentary m

workshop was held on January 20 at Vanier to ensure that no one

nissed the expérience (Appendices 6, 7). On thèse occasions, we j

used the stratégies to deal with the concerns that teachers night

still hâve about the project. We began by asking each teacher to '

1

1
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subnit a question about the project for the question and answer

box. This question was collected during the first few ninutes

while participants were having coffee. We then began our actual

work with the group, asking then to do a five-ninute free write

on the différences they had observed between nale and fenale

learners in their classroons. This allowed us to renind then of

how this strategy works, and what to say to students when

introducing it. After the writing was conplete, we asked each

person to contribute an idea, nodeling thereby one way to use

free writes in the classroon. We then proceeded to présent to

then what the research on this question of gender différence in

learning has to say, and how closely this research rejoins their

own expériences.

We introduced the next part of the workshop with another

free write, asking the teachers to outline one way in which they

hoped to use dyads (or sone other strategy) in their particular

course during the upconing senester. After this writing, we asked

then to forn dyads with a teacher in a sinilar discipline, to

discuss their writing, and to prépare for the group as a whole

one particular probien they could envisage in the use of dyads in

the learning process. After a certain period of discussion, we

heard thèse reports, and tried to deal with the probiens they

saw. We concluded the workshop by quickly going through the

question box to see if there were any questions not yet resolved.

We also presented each teacher with the naterials for testing

student attitudes in the first class of the senester.
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Our contact with thèse teachers continued throughout the

tern. We distributed teacher phone nunbers and encouraged then to

contact one another. We called then together for a nid-tern

progress discussion on March 15, where we facilitated an

infornation exchange on how the process was working (Appendix 8).

Throughout our work with the teachers we hâve acknowledged

that sone of then share our feninist persepctive and nany of then

do not. We were never concerned with this philosophical question.

We wished instead to connunicate the spirit of the pedagogical

principles through our behaviours with the teachers, and to help <-i

then engage in new kinds of interactions with their students.

Only three teachers did, for Personal reasons, withdraw fron the ™|
i

Project, while twenty continued the denanding experinent they had

agreed to conduct. Thèse twenty teachers also kept extensive |

records for us, and gave us lengthy and significant interview «

time while they were still very busy narking final papers. We

feel this commitment by the teachers is in itself a statement n

about not only the importance of this pedagogical developnent but

the inportance of devising an experinent that is teacher-centred

and teacher-active. The préparation and involvenent of the .

participating teachers, by neans of workshops and neetings,

printed naterials and ongoing resource contact, played an H

essential rôle in helping teachers integrate and also enrich the

feninist pedagogy.

rs?j
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B. Intervention

I The experinent consisted of a full senester of classroon

testing of the pedagogical stratégies whose content was
ipi

described in Chapter II. The reader will recall that

pi thèse fell into four catégories:

Systenatic Self-Disclosure

— During class discussion/lecture

— In written response to student writing
pi

Peer Support Groups

m — During class or lab tine

— Out of class

y Writing-to-Learn Stratégies

— Five-ninute in-class free writes
m

— Individual journals/learning logs

p — Collective class log

— Question and answer box

m Collaborative Course Units

C. Hypothèses and Discussion

p In franing the problem for this project, référence has been

*- made to a wide range of existing literature which combines to

m suggest that, despite egalitarian intentions by teachers and

institutions, and despite the fact that female students' actual

j grade performance is at least as high as maies', there may

nonetheless be important ways in which traditional pedagogy fails

' to meet women's needs or to captivate their interest.
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The distinctive educational career patterns of women,

including disproportionate dropout rates, underrepresentation at

higher levels, and concentration in traditional fields, were

interpreted as being, in part, manifestations of this failure of

traditional pedagogy.

In seeking to understand the causal dynamics of this

problem, we drew upon a body of theory and research which

indicated:

—that for any student in any discipline, the act of working

through ideas in the language of everyday speech plays an

essential rôle in the learning process,

—that in a traditional classroom, wonen in fact speak less

frequently and thus hâve less opportunity to do this kind of

exploring of ideas "in their own voices",

—that wonen students prefer and benefit fron learning

situations which stress co-operative and nutually supportive,

rather than compétitive, modes of interaction,

—that for women, as indeed for any marginalized group, the

inclusion and validation of their Personal expérience as a

legitimate area of intellectual inquiry can be an inportant

elenent of engagenent and enpowernent,

—and that women students may be more confortable with *"

approaches in which the affective and intuitive dinensions are

included and integrated with cognitive and rational treatnent of

course content.

Furthernore it has been advanced that to address the above

l*yi!i

1
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issues, a feninist pedagogy could be guided by the principles of

hunanizing and democratizing the classroom, enpowering students

as active learners, and creating an atmosphère of mutual respect,

support and trust.

On this basis arose the oentral hypothosis of the présent

researoh. This is that feninist pedagogical approaohes whioh

incorporate ail thèse elenents, such as the interventions listed

in section A, would increase fenale students* confort and

engagenent with their studies, and thereby would produce nore

confident, active and effective learning.

Specifically, it was hypothésized that feninist pedagogy

would inprove:

Hl: wonen's self-esteen

H2: wonen's interest in and liking for subject natter and

attitude and connitnent to higher éducation in gênerai.

H3: wonen's perfornance

In the long tern of students' educational careers, such a

constellation of effects should in turn help to reduce the

phenonenon of women's "abandonnent" of éducation, which is

manifested in many forms such as dropping out of an individual

course, transfer out of a progranne or discipline ( usually to a

nore traditional area), and décision not to continue to the next

level (for example, from CEGEP to university.) The ourrent

Project neasured the short-tern effect on one snall part of this

dropout phenonenon, nanely the rates of withdrawal, in one

senester, fron the experinental and control classes under study.
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and hypothesized a lower drop rate in the expérimental groups.

The elenent of students' désire and intention to continue their

studies was also included in the quantitative data obtained by

student questionnaires.

The question of perfornance was involved in a rather subtle

way. On one hand, naking students nore confident, connitted and

personally involved in their éducation would be expected to

improve perfornance, both in long-tern achievenent and possibly

even by short-tern criteria such as grades. On the other hand, in

the présent analysis the essential probien of wonen's educational

pattern is not one of failure or low perfornance, but rather one

of abandonnent. Inproving their grades will thus not, of itself,

help to solve this probien. The présent study therefore conpared

final grades and failure rates of èxperinental and oontrol

groups, but considered the conparison to be of secondary

inportance.

There was no fornal hypothesis regarding the effects of this "I

pedagogy on nale students. However, informaily it was expected

that many maie students could expérience similar benefits, most ]

especially if they belonged to socioeconomically, ethnically, or

otherwise marginalized groups.

D. Sub.iects and Contrôla

The participants were 20 teachers fron Collèges Dawson,

Edouard Montpetit, Montnorency, and Vanier, who had each agreed

to apply at least two of the proposed stratégies in their

H
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teaching for the seméster H89. They had been selected to

represent the disciplines of sociology, physics, Language and

Literature (French and English), Computer Science, and Early

Childhood Education.

We shall refer to thèse participating teachers as

"expérimental teachers", and to those student groups who were

exposed to the feminist pedagogical stratégies as "expérimental

groups." Most of the expérimental teachers also taught another

class section, called a "Cl control", in which the feminist

stratégies were not used. Furthermore, in most cases there was a

second kind of control group, referred to as "CO controls",

taught by différent teachers and using conventional pedagogy.

The professional programs posed a spécial challenge

regarding control factors. Not only are they often very small,

thus providing a smaller field of potential participants, but in

a given semester most courses are offered in only one section per

CEGEP ( sometimes even per city ). In such cases Cl controls

were by définition not possible. Because of both its societal

importance and its particular pedagogical features, we felt that

it was essential to include the professional strean in our

research, and succeeded in arranging for CO control groups in

other CEGEPs.

Ail controls were carefully natched to the experinental

groups for course and student population, usually within the same

CEGEP. In the cases where the course nunber itself was not the

same, the groups were natched for discipline, course level,
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content area, and type of student.( Exanples of the latter were

first-year versus second-year students, regular strean versus

remédiai, and students who had chosen their concentration in this

discipline versus those just taking an obligatory course.)

The chart on the following pages gives the breakdown of

disciplines, methods tested, and control groups.

n
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Figure 1. Breakdown of participants by discipline and stratégies.
54

CONTROL

Cl and CO

Cl and CO

Cl and CO

DISCIPLINE

pi Language
and Literature

pi

p

Sociology

TEACHER METHODS TESTED IN

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

LL 1 Verbal self-disclosure; journals.

LL 2 Self disclosure in responding to
writing; peer support dyads in
and out of class.

LL 3 Verbal self-disclosure; peer support
dyads in and out of class; collective
class log; collaborative course unit.

LL 4 Peer support dyads in and out of
class; five-minute free writes;
question and answer box.

LL 5 Verbal self-disclosure; self
disclosure in responding to writing;
journals.

LL6 Verbal self-disclosure; peer support
dyads in class; five-minute free writes.

LL7 Verbal self-disclosure; self-disclosure
in responding to writing; five-minute free
writes; collaborative course units.

LL8 Verbal self-disclosure; peer support
dyads in class; journals.

SOC 1 Peer support dyads in and out of
class; five-minute free writes.

SOC 2 Peer support dyads in class; five-minute
free writes.

Cl and CO

Cl and CO

Cl

Cl and CO

Cl and CO

Cl

Cl

SOC 3 Verbal self-disclosure; peer support Cl
dyads in class; five-minute writes.

mComputer Science CS 1 Peer support triads in lab; question Cl and CO
and answer box.

Early Childhood
Care

(pi

CS 2 Peer support dyads in and out of class; CO
five-minute free writes.

ECC 1 Verbal self-disclosure; self-disclosure CO
in responding to writing; peer support dyads
in and out of class; question and answer box.
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DISCIPLINE. TEACHER METHODS TESTED IN CONTROL

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

ECC 2 Peer support triads in class; five-minute CO
free writes.

ECC 3 Peer support dyads in and out of class; Cl
collective class log.

Physics PHYS 1 Verbal self-disclosure; peer support dyads in CO
lab time; question and answer box.

PHYS 2 Verbal self-disclosure; peer support CO
dyads in class; question and answer box.

PHYS 3 Verbal self-disclosure; peer support CO
dyads in lab time; question and answer box.

PHYS 4 Self-disclosure in responding to writing; Cl and CO
peer support dyads outside of class; five-
minute free writes.

m

1
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E. Quantitative Assessnent

The following quantitative measures were used:

For each student (expérimental and control):

— Coopersmith scores (six scales, pre- and post-

experiment)

— Final grade in the course;

— School Attitude and Commitment Questionnaire

(pre-and post-experiment);

For each class section (expérimental and control):

— Percentage of dropouts;

— Percentage of failures.

The original proposai to measure attendance rates proved

undesirable for a number of reasons, including the feeling of

some teachers that, at the collège level, taking attendance in

itself had a négative effect on class atmosphère.

There was considérable investigation of suitable instruments

to measure students' self-esteem and attitudes. For self-esteem,

we chose the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory (Coopersmith,

1981) as the best available for our purpose. This is a

standardized psychological test, widely used and thoroughly

reviewed in the literature. It was also inportant that it was

available both in English and in French (Coopersmith, 1984.) The

CEGEP student population fails within the âge ranges of both the

adult and the school versions of the Coopersmith. We opted for

the school version because it had been more extensively validated

(on several thousand subjects), is more appropriate to the
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concerns of students, and contains a subscale for acadenic self-

esteem. The other subscales are the Social self (Peers), the

Hone (Parents), the General self, the Short and the Lie scales.

Final grades, failure rates, and two kinds of dropout rates

were collected for ail groups. The first définition of dropout

rate was the percentage of officiai withdrawals (AB) as recorded

in the final grade sheets. This nethod of calculâtion had two

advantages: First, it was consistent across ail teachers and

CEGEPs involved. Secondly, it was based on registration lists as

updated after the course change period, and thus largely avoided

including the "phanton" students who disappear from a class

section in the very first few days of the semester, before they

could really hâve been affected by a particular pedagogical

method. This first calculation will be referred to as the "AB

rate."

However, a certain number of students drop out of courses at

various times in the semester without ever going through the

officiai withdrawal procédure. Depending on the teacher, the

programme, and the circumstances, such a student's fornai record

nay show a grade of zéro, a blank, an "Incomplète", and so on.

Although there are many reasons involved, most cases are bound up

with problems of absence, discouragement, or lack of interest and

motivation, and as such are connected to the generalized "drop"

phenomenon we wished to examine. Thus we defined this group as a

spécial category called "Hiscellaneous Disappearances", and

produced separate statistics for the "MD rate."

i
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For related reasons we felt, as many teachers do, that the

MD's should not be counted as failures nor included in the

average grade of a class or group. Thus failures were defined as

grades from 1 to 59, and class averages calculated using grades

from 1 to 100.

The remaining elenents to be neasured were interest in,

liking for, and commitment to subject area and to higher

éducation in gênerai. For this purpose a new questionnaire was

designed, after extensive search had suggested that no

appropriate standardized tests existed. He had consulted several

members of the NcGill Faculty of Education, two psychologists,

several other researchers in areas related to our own, Hélène

Lavoie of DGEC, and a consultant specializing in educational

research. A large number of tests had been considered, including

the School Motivation Analysis Test (Krug, Cattell, and Sweney,

1970) and instruments used by the Québec Ministry of Education,

and by Catherine Gilbert and Diane Bateman of Champlain Collège.

The conclusion of thèse investigations was that no available

instrument was appropriate to the âge of our population, the

range of disciplines under study, and the précise features we

wished to measure.

Thus the décision was made to construct a questionnaire very

specifically addressing the needs of the présent research, and

drawing in part upon the other tests we had examined. This will

be referred to as the SACQ (School Attitude and Commitment

Questionnaire), and is included in Appendix 9. As recommended by
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our statistician, this questionnaire has a binary scale in order

to allow meaningful statistical analysis. The identification of

discipline/programme was varied according to the student group

involved. Both French and English versions of the SACQ were pre- !

tested in December 1988, on a separate sample of CEGEP students t~

in science and social science prograns, and yielded an acceptable

distribution of responses.

À fundanental part of the expérimental design was the

comparison of each student's "pre-test" and "post-test", that is,

his/her Coopersmith and SACQ scores before and after the course.

In order to hâve pre-test scores unaffected by the pedagogy to be

tested, the pre-tests were administered at the beginning of the

first class period, even before the teacher began to describe the

course. This naturally entailed some réduction in the size of the

sample studied, since there is considérable shifting of students

into and out of any particular course section in the first week

of the semester. However, it was considered essential that the

pre-test provide unbiased baseline values.

The factors of interest in this experinent were the

intervention itself (i.e. feminist pedagogy versus control

group), the sex of the student, and the discipline or subject

area.

Analyses of variance were used to examine the effects of

thèse factors on each quantitative measure, as well as possible

interactions among them. Détails of the statistical analysis are

given in Chapter IV.

1
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F. Sources of Qualitative D»t«

Qualitative information was used to complément and help

interpret the quantitative data, both to test the hypothèses and

to illuminate more fully the pedagogical process involved. This

information was gathered from interviews of participating

teachers, from teachers' written records, and from a variety of

material written by the students.

In-depth interviews were conducted with ail expérimental

teachers at the end of the semester. Each teacher was asked to

describe and evaluate the ways in which the feminist stratégies

were used throughout his/her course, the students' reactions,

possible gender-related patterns, practical difficulties,

positive and négative effects. Particular enphasis was placed on

class atmosphère and interactions, and on the quality of student

learning, which is a deeper and more complex phonomenon than can

be entirely represented by a numerical grade. The interview

schedule, included in Appendix 10, served as a flexible framework

in which to hear teachers' observations and comments.

The interviews were supplemented by written records of

several kinds. Ail expérimental teachers had been supplied with

tally sheets on which to record, week by week, exactly how each

method was applied and the teachers' own comnents on the effects.

Appendices 11 -16 contain the various kinds of tally sheets which

we supplied. Many teachers went beyond the basic recording and

gave us extensive connents, as well as samples of assignments and
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printed materials they had given out to their classes. Many also

provided samples of students' written work produced as part of |

the methods under study, such as interesting journal entries,
PHI

questions submitted to the Question and Answer Box, and copies of

the collective class logs. At our suggestion, a number of ^i

teachers invited written évaluation by the students of certain

stratégies, and provided copies to the research team. ""

Finally, a few open-ended questions, to be answered in

students' own words, were added to the questionnaires completed

by ail students (expérimental and control) at the end of the m-

course. :

From ail this descriptive material there emerged a portrait m

of what was happening in thèse classes, in a dynamic way which

could not be conveyed by numbers alone. This picture formed an

invaluable background against which quantitative data could «

meaningfully be interpreted, as well as providing insights into J

teaching and learning process which can be used to enrich and "*[

improve the pedagogy for future practitioners.

G. Supplementarv Discrète Datm

Along with the pre-test questionnaires, extra information

was also gathered about a number of features of the sample

population on which we might wish to do other analyses at sone

future date.

For example, it could be interesting sonetine to consider

the rôle of teacher gender in the effectiveness of this pedagogy,

i
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or the question of whether ethnie background or socioecononic

group could be an additional factor in the effects of student

gender. Since the data was stored and identified by student

nunber, there was also the possibility, in a future research

Project, of tracking sone of this student sanple over several

years.

Thus for each student we hâve naintained a record including,

anong other things, âge, previous acadenic average, ethnie group,

nother's and father's occupations ( as indicators of

socioecononic group), teacher and nethods tested in the présent

study, and language of CEGEP instruction.



IV. QUANTITATIVE DATA AND ANALYSES

A. Preliminarv Information ""

In order to permit more powerful kinds of analysis, we

decided, first, that whenever possible, data would be gathered as

individual student records rather than aggregate group statistics _

such as class averages or rates; and secondly, that each

measurement would be made at the beginning and end of the ""

semester wherever it was meaningful to do so. Thus for the

Coopersmith and SACQ scores, the main analyses were carried out

on the change in score, from pre-test to post-test, for each

student.

This necessarily involved restricting the analysis to those "*

students who wrote both the pre-test and the post-test. Thus the

sample was considérât)1y reduced by the combined effects of

students' errors in writing their student numbers, individual

students' absence from class on the day of testing, and the I

normal shifting of students in and out of particular course m

sections.

There was further réduction of the sample due to the

withdrawal from the study of three expérimental teachers and

several CO control teachers. Finally there were approximately

thirty students who appeared in more than one class within the m

study. Their records were removed from one group or the other,

both in order to hâve disjoint group populations for statistical

analysis and to ensure that students being exposed to the

expérimental treatment in one course were not being included as
1

1
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controls in another course.

The original pre-test of the Coopersmith and SACQ was

conpleted by 1755 students and the post-test by 1203. The final

group, on which ail subséquent analysis of thèse tests was done,

contained 943 natched and complète student records. Thus the

combined effect of ail the above factors was to reduce the

original sample but to render it more reliable for tracking and

analysis.

The data on grades and dropouts was gathered for every

student appearing in the officiai class lists at the moment when

final grades were submitted. This will be referred to as the

"grade sheet population" and contained 1646 students. It was of

course not practical to require that this group of records be

matched with both pre- and post-tests, since doing so would

automatically eliminate the students who had dropped out. Rather

the analysis for class averages, dropout rates and failure rates

was carried out separately using the grade sheet population.

Analyses for the factors of expérimental treatment and discipline

were done on the full 1646 records.

To do analyses involving sex required that the student
PB

number be matched with the pre-test records to obtain the gender

pi information. Approximately one third of the records (561) could

not be so matched, because students had not been présent to write
m

I the pre-test or had errors in their student nunbers. Since nost

of thèse difficulties had involved non-Vanier students, the

décision was nade to exanine a subpopulation consisting of Vanier
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students for whon gender infornation was available. This group

of 922 students was used as the basis for ail grade related

analyses involving sex. We also perforned the other analyses, by

expérimental treatment and topic, again on this subpopulation in

order to trace particular effects through higher dimensions of

analysis.

For practical reasons the full results of the statistical

analyses, which run to hundreds of pages of computer listings,

are not appended to the présent report. However, this data is

available on requëst.

The following codes and terms will be used in the discussion

which follows and in the acconpanying tables:

—The change in value fron pre-test to post-test is denoted in

the tables by "DELT" when it is not referred to as changes.

—The factors of discipline (subject area), sex and

experinental treatnent status are represented in the tables

by the terns TOPIC, SEX AMD EXPTYP respectively.

Experinental states hâve the synbols EX for expérimental; Cl

(control group taught by expérimental teacher); and CO

(control group taught by a différent teacher). The nane of

each discipline is abbreviated to its first three letters.

—The scales of the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory are

abbreviated as GEN for General self-esteem, SOC for

Social/Peers, H for Home/Parents, SCH for School/Academic, L

for Lie scale, and SHORT for the Short score. Thus for
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example DELTGEN dénotes the change, from pre-test to post

test, in the General self-esteem score.

—Questions of the SACQ are referred to by number, which for

practical reasons begin at number fifty-nine. The average

grade appears in the tables as MARK.

B. Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory

Of the six Coopersnith scales, the ones of prinary interest

in this experiment were the General scale (GEN), which is in a

sensé the overall test score, the Short (SHORT) and the School

(SCH) scales. Analysis was carried out on each student's changes

from pre-test to post-test, in each of thèse scales. In this way

the pre-test acted as an internai control for the post-test

(paired analysis).

First, however, prelininary analysis was carried out on the

L pre-test scores themselves to identify any important patterns

m within the sample population. Thèse were the same kinds of

analysis later performed on ail the types of quantitative data,
pB|

namely one- to three- dimensional analyses of variance with

respect to the factors of expérimental treatment, discipline and

sex.

Pre-test of the Coopersmith

su

One-way analysis of the pre-test revealed significant

effects by sex which appeared to confirm one of the promises of
pi

the présent research, that is, that women students may hâve lower
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self-confidence than men. Indeed, maie students scored higher

than females on the General and Short scales, at the levels of

p=.009 and p=.038 respectively. Tables 1 and 2 give the détails.

Table 1.

Means and counts of GENERAL SCORE by SEX

19.10 19.87 p=.009
570) ( 373)

Table 2.

Means and counts of SHORT SCORE by SEX

17.02 17.66 p=.038
( 570) ( 373)

Taking into account the topic and the sex factor, we had to drop

the Early Childhood Care subgroup (only female students) in order

to test third order interactions. The same trend appeared in the

three-way analysis, but was not significant there (p=.063 and

p=.103). Me must therefore infer that the sex effect was not

valid.

There were highly significant effects by topic (discipline)

on the General, Short and School scores. Partial results of the

two-way analyses by topic and expérimental state are shown in

tables 3, 4, 5.

1
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Table 3.

Means and counts of GENERAL SCORE by TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA ECC

20.34 19.75 19.01 18.92 20.86 18.68
( 188) ( 84) ( 144) ( 358) ( 57) ( 66)

Table 4.

Means and counts of SHORT SCORE by TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA ECC

68

m 18.22 17.27 16.72 16.65 19.44 16.56
( 188) ( 84) ( 144) ( 358) ( 57) ( 66)

Table 5.

Means and counts of SCHOOL SCORE by TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA ECC

4.87 4.30 4.37 4.35 4.96 4.92
188) ( 84) ( 144) ( 358) ( 57) ( 66)

There we note that français had the highest nean on ail three

scales, and that Early Childhood Care had the lowest neans on

both the General and Short scales, but was second highest on the

School.

No other significant results were found in the Coopersmith

pre-test, with the exception of one complex and not readily

meaningful interaction of expérimental status and topic, which

occurred for the first time in the three-way analysis.

Pre-test to Post-test Changes in the Coopergnith

There were no significant effects of expérimental treatment,
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sex or discipline found in the one-way analyses of variance.

In the two-way analysis by expérimental treatment and sex,

two results emerged: First, there was an effect by sex on the

"Home/Parents" H scale, with maies showing a more négative change

and females a positive one, as seen in Table 6. The effect was

significant (p=.04).

Table 6.

Means and counts of CHANGES IN HOME SCALE by SEX

+.08 -.16 p=.04
547) ( 355)

Although not bearing on our hypothèses, this is a rather

interesting resuit, more readily interpreted by exanining the

spécifie questions on the Coopersnith which are scored for this

scale. Most of then, in fact, ask for the student's perception

of how parents or fanily treat him/her (for example: "My parents

usually consider ny feelings."). It seens reasonable to suppose

that for nales of collège âge, seeking greater independence and

also experiencing an increase in parental pressure to succeed

academically, the space of one senester night be enough to

register sone novenent towards dissatisfaction with their

families.

Secondly there was an interaction of expérimental treatment

and sex on the Lie scale, again not highly significant (p=.041).

As seen in Table 7, female expérimental subjects showed the

FiB
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greatest decrease in Lie score (from pre-test to post-test),

while maie Cl controls and female CO controls showed the greatest

increase.

Table 7.

Means and counts of CHANGES IN LIE SCALE by SEX and EXPTYP

SEX

EXPTYP

CO + .25 + .04

( 168) ( 98)

Cl -.15 + .26

( 141) ( 96)

EX -.19 + .09

( 238) ( 161)

p=.041

Since the Coopersmith lie scale is designed to detect primarily

false positive (high self-esteem) responses, it is tempting to

speculate that feminist pedagogy could hâve made females slightly

less afraid of acknowledging négative truths. However, in view

of the relatively low significance and the lack of visible

pattern clearly distinguishing expérimentais from both types of

controls, it seems safer to treat this resuit with suspicion

unless it can be replicated.

Contrary to the formai hypothesis for the experiment, there

were no other significant effects or interactions revealed by the

remaining two- and three- way analyses of variance.

Close examinâtion of the Lie scale effect and certain other

sets of means led us to question whether the Cl and CO controls

were in fact showing équivalent results. To test this query, the
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full séries of analyses were run twice again using pairs of

expérimental states rather than ail three states. The first such

comparison was between Cl and CO controls, and tended to indicate

that thèse two groups were équivalent, except for a sex related

interaction on the Lie scale. The second involved the

expérimental and Cl groups, and found basically no significant

différence, except for a factor effect of sex on Lie scale

similar to the one seen in the original séries.

Some preliminary discussion of thèse largely null results

appears in Section E.

C. School Attitude and Commitment Questionnaire

The complète SACQ, consisting of 28 questions, may be found

in Appendix 9. The questions were conceived in groups, each

intended to measure a particular feature. One important group,

including questions 60, 64, 71, 72, 78, 86 addresses liking for

and interest in a discipline, and is epitonized by question 82:

"<Nane of discipline> is an interesting subject." Questions 76

"I probably will go on with ny éducation to the end of Cégep" and

59, 62, 69, 70 and 77 are concerned with the student's désire and

intention to complète at least the educational level she/he is

présently attending. Questions such as 79: "I really want to

continue ny éducation and obtain a bachelor's degree", 66, 73 and

83 are intended to neasure varying degrees of commitment and

désire to continue to higher levels in the educational System.

The most striking feature of the SACQ data was that topic

i
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(discipline) had strong effects, almost ail of which continued to

be seen even in the two- and three- way analyses, that is, even

when the other factors of sex and expérimental treatment had been

taken into account. In fact, many of the seemingly significant

effects of the other two factors were revealed by the higher-

dimensional analyses to be only the hidden effects of topic.

This leads us to the other striking feature, which is the

relatively small number of significant effects or interactions

which appeared at ail, and the even smaller number which touch on

the expérimental hypothèses.

He now proceed to the detailed examinâtion of the questions

which elicited statistically significant results, beginning with

those most closely related to the hypothèses. First, however, a

word of caution: tfe will be examining the significance of each

SACQ question separately, using the conventional criterion of "p"

less than or equal to 0.05, "p" being the probability at which

the null hypothesis, based on no différences between groups, will

be accepted. Thus, given that we hâve run a large number of

analyses upon 28 questions, there is a possibility that some

results may simply be attributable to the effects of chance.

1. Effects Involving Expérimental Treatment

Three questions initially showed significant one-way effects

by expérimental status, and several more involved effects or

interactions which appeared for the first time in the two- or

three-way analyses. However, most of thèse disappeared in the
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three-way analysis, that is, when topic and sex were taken into

account. Thus we deduce that in thèse cases the one-way effects

did not represent valid phenomena but rather the results of

confounding factors, often of topic.

It should be noted that, except where specified otherwise,

analysis by expérimental status refers to the three possible

states: control 0 (CO), control 1 (Cl), and expérimental (Ex).

Thus a significant effect involving expérimental treatment simply

neans that there were sone significantly non-randon différences

anong thèse three groups, not necessarily between expérimental

and controls.

Question 60: "I usually enjoy my classes in [nane of

discipline]."

No level of analysis showed any significant factor effect by

expérimental status, nor any interaction involving expérimental

status.

In the two-way analysis by expérimental treatment and

discipline, there was a "nain effect" significant at .036. This

effect néant that there were sone signficant différences anong

the 18 subgroups (six topics by three treatnents) but not

attributable to either factor. The détails are shown in table 8

where we see that students of français in both expérimental and

Cl groups showed the greatest amount of movement toward agreeing

with the question, while physics Cl and Computer Science CO

groups had moved furthést toward disagreeing.

i
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Table 8.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 60 by EXPTYP and TOPIC

(p=.036)
TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA ECC
EXPTYP

CO -.02 -.16 -.13 -.03 -.00 -.00
( 50) ( 37) ( 30) ( 112) ( 18) ( 12)

Cl -.17 -.00 +.08 +.07 +.21 -.00
( 24) ( 15) ( 50) ( 106) ( 19) ( 20)

EX -.02 -.14 +.02 -.02 +.28 -.03
( 108) ( 22) ( 52) ( 119) ( 18) ( 32)

On the whole, the table does not appear to suggest any intuitive

interprétation as regards the conséquences of expérimental

intervention as such. In any case, the effect disappeared in the

three-way analysis.

Question 64: "I was looking forward to taking this course."

In one-way analysis, this question exhibited a significant

effect (p = .015) in which the expérimental group was less

inclined to agrée with the question than the Cl group. This

effect can be seen in table 9.

Table 9.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 64 by EXPTYP

C0 Cl EX

-.04 +.04 -.08

( 249) ( 232) ( 388) p=.015
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A similar effect remained (p = .020) when sex was taken into

account. However, as soon as we controlled for discipline, in

two- or three-way analysis, the effect of expérimental treatment

disappeared. Hence we infer that discipline played the rôle of a

confounding factor, and that the effect of treatnent was

illusory.

Question 75: "I feel that ny courses are strongly connected to ny

life."

There was a significant effect of treatnent in the one-way

analysis as shown in table 10.

Table 10.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 75 by EXPTYP

CO Cl EX

-.08 +.03 -.07

( 250) ( 232) ( 386)

Hère one sees that the experinental and C0 groups look rather

sinilar in their tendency to disagree with the question, while

the Cl group shows sone nonsignificant novenent toward agreenent.

This would hâve been quite a puzzling resuit were it not for the

fact that the whole effect disappeared in higher level analyses

where topic was taken into account.

This question also showed a factor effect by topic

(discipline) which will be discussed later.

Question 78: "I enjoy watching T.V. shows about subjects related

to ny [nane of discipline] courses."
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This question exhibited a factor effect by experinental

treatnent which was significant at the three levels of the

analysis (p = .030 to .039). Hère we see in Table lia that the

experinental group has noved nost toward agreenent with the

question. CO controls show nost novenent toward agreenent, while

Cl appears fairly sinilar to the experinental. The effect night

be interpreted as support for our hypothesis (since experinental

are nore favourable than CO); or alternatively, as an effect of

the individual teacher since the same teacher affects the

expérimental and the Cl students.

In the table 11b, we can exanine the interaction between sex

and experinental treatnent in which nale experinental students

and fenale CO students respond nore favourably than fenale

experinental students and nale CO students. This is sonewhat

surprising in a pedagogical context originally designed to better

serve the needs of fenale students; however, that nales night

also benefit is certainly not contradictory. Taking this

interaction together with the effects of experinental treatnent

already discussed, it would seen reasonable to suggest that,

over-all, experinental students hâve benefitted, but nales hâve

benefitted nore than fenales. To this nust be added the caution

that the interaction of sex and treatnent is at the borderline of

the possible range for significance (p = .048) and so its

interprétation is doubtful.



Table lia.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 78 by EXPTYP

EXPTYP

CO Cl EX

-.05 +.05 +.06

( 243) ( 217) ( 319)

Table 11b.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 78 by EXPTYP and SEX

SEX

EXPTYP

CO + .01 -.15

( 151) ( 92)

Cl + .06 + .04

( 119) ( 98)

EX + .02 + .10

( 165) ( 154)

p=.048

77

Question 63: "My progranne allows ne to take courses that

interest ne."

There were no significant factor effects at any level of

analysis, and no interactions with discipline.

However, there was a significant interaction of sex and

experinental treatnent which bécane highly significant (p = .007)

when topic was taken into account. Table 12 shows the neans for

this analysis.
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Table 12.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 63 by SEX and EXPTYP

SEX

EXPTYP

CO -.10 + .04

( 154) ( 93)

Cl + .05 + .01

( 116) ( 98)

EX + .05 -.06

( 163) ( 156)

p=.007

78

Fenale experinental students and nale C0 control students show

the largest novenent toward agreenent with the question, while

nale experinental and fenale C0 students hâve noved strongly

toward disagreenent. This resuit tends to support our hypothesis

that experinental intervention should inprove female students'

attitudes toward their éducation.

Question 73: "I probably will go on with ny éducation to a

Master's degree."

No effects or interactions appeared in the one-way and two-

way analysis. In the three-way analysis there was an interaction

(p = .011) between discipline and experinental state, shown in

table 13.
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Table 13.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 73 by TOPIC and EXPTYP

>=.Q11)

EXPTYP

CO

TOPIC

PHY

+ .12

( 51) (

INF

-.24

37) (

SOC

-.06

32) (

ENG

-.00

111) (

FRA

-.18

17)

Cl

(

+ .09

23) (

-.13

15) (

+ .02

51) (

-.08

107) (

-.11

19)

EX

(

-.05

108) (

+ .14

21) (

-.02

51) (

-.03

119) (

-.00

20)

Three of the disciplines appear to hâve results distinguishing

the experinental group fron both the Cl and C0 groups. In

français and nore strongly in Conputer Science, experinental

students show no change or novenent toward agreenent with the

question, while controls hâve noved substantially toward

disagreenent. In physics this pattern is reversed. In English and

sociology there were no real tendencies. The fact that thèse

results appear to distinguish the experinental group fron both Cl

and C0 groups tends to indicate that the intervention has had

sone effect, and only in physics is the tendency in the

"undesired" direction.

Question 67: "It is good that ail CEGEP students take courses in

[nane of discipline]." and

Question 77: "I see CEGEP as necessary if I an going to do the

work that I want to do."

1
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For thèse two questions, significant results involving

experinental states appeared only in the three-way analysis and

were not really of interest. The forner showed virtually

uninterprétable three-way interaction (p = .008), and the latter

a two-way interaction of topic and experinental state at p=.045,

which was borderline and of doubtful neaning.

2. Effects of Sex

There were no significant factor effects by sex on any

questions in the SACQ, but there were several significant

interactions of sex with other factors.

Questions 63 and 78 showed significant interactions of sex

with experinental treatnent which hâve already been discussed.

The three-way interaction observed in question 67 is practically

uninterprétable and nay in fact be randon.

Question 73: "I probably will go on with ny éducation to a

naster's degree."

In addition to the discipline and treatnent interaction

already discussed, this question showed an interaction of sex

with discipline, significant at .001, shown in table 14.



Table 14.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 73 by TOPIC and SEX

(p=.001)

CDY

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA

£>JSA

F

(

-.03

87) (

+ .04

27) (

-.03

98) (

+ .02

193) (

-.20

30)

M

(

+ .06

95) (

-.20

46) (

+ .03

36) (

-.11

144) (

+ .04

26)
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One can see a nirror inage behaviour of Conputer Science, where

nale students noved strongly toward disagreenent ( i.e. toward

NOT continuing to a Master's degree) and français, where fenales

did so. English appeared to follow to a lesser extent the sane

pattern as Conputer Science, while physics and sociology

displayed no visible tendencies.

Question 85: "A wonan would hâve a lot of trouble making a career

in a field related to [name of discipline]."

There was an interaction of sex with discipline (p = .014)

revealed by the three-way analysis. Table 15 shows the neans.

Table 15.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 85 by TOPIC and SEX

SEX

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA

F

(

+ .06

84) (

+ .03

29) (

-.02

92) (

+ .01

188) (

-.04

27)

M

(

+ .01

90) (

+ .02

46) (

-.03

38) (

+ .06

139) (

+ .19

26)

"!
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Several features can be seen in the table. One is that no groups

seen to hâve noved strongly toward disagreenent with the

question. Another is the interaction itself. In English, and

especially in français, nales tended nore toward agreenent (i.e.

toward believing wonen would hâve difficulty) than the fenales.

In physics, it was the wonen who tended nore toward agreenent,

while sociology and Conputer Science showed no clear tendency. It

is difficult to nake strong inferences based on this single

question; however, it is interesting that it is the wonen who

appear to be nore sensitive to the particular probiens faced by

wonen in non-traditional areas.

3. Effects of Discipline

There are six questions which elicit significant factor

effects by discipline, and only in one (Question 69) does the

effect disappear in higher analyses. The renaining five questions

are as follows (probabilities given are for factor effect in the

three-way analysis):

Question 60:(p = .048) "I usually enjoy ny courses in [nane of

discipline]."

Question 62: (p = .001) "I feel prepared to take further courses

in [nane of discipline]."

Question 70: (p = .028) "In gênerai, I like being in CEGEP."

Question 75: (p = .016) "I feel that ny courses are strongly

connected to ny life."
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Question 81: (p = .039) "I think that [nane of discipline] is a

hard subject to learn."

The values are shown in Tables 16 to 20.

Table 16.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 60 by TOPIC

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA

-.04 -.12 +.01 +.01 +.16
( 182) ( 74) ( 132) ( 337) ( 55)

Table 17.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 62 by TOPIC

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA

-.10 +.07 +.14 +.05 -.11
( 182) ( 74) ( 132) ( 337) ( 55)

Table 18.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 70 by TOPIC

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA

-.00 +.11 -.03 -.04 -.07
( 182) ( 73) ( 134) ( 337) ( 56)

Table 19.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 75 by TOPIC

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA

-.13 -.06 -.01 -.00 -.24
( 182) ( 77) ( 136) ( 329) ( 55)
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Table 20.

Means and counts of CHANGES ON QUESTION 81 by TOPIC

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG FRA

+.06 -.03 -.15 -.05 -.02
( 178) ( 73) ( 128) ( 330) ( 55)
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There do not appear to be any consistent patterns in the way

students of a given discipline respond to the différent

questions, with the exception of physics students who appear

gêneraily to hâve fairly négative attitudes toward their courses

and the discipline. It is interesting that no group agreed that

their courses were connected to their lives (Question 75).

Interactions between discipline and other factors hâve been

pi discussed earlier in this section. The effects and interactions

involving discipline are the nost nunerous of the statistically

significant results observed. Although there are a few

interesting features hère, they are often not readily

interprétable and in gênerai they appear to hâve little bearing

upon the experinental hypothèses.

To sunnarize the SACQ data as a whole: There were a few

questions which showed significant results that could be

interpreted, more or less cautiously, as lending support to our

premises or hypothèses. A few others yielded more mixed results

or were simply difficult to interpret. However we did not

observe very many significant différences which unambiguously

supported or even addressed the hypothèses. Nor did there appear

to be any obvious patterns of response within groups of questions
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which seemed to be closely related in content, such as the

clusters of questions around which the SACQ had been constructed.

The most noticeable effects tended to be related to discipline

rather than to expérimental intervention.

D. Grades. Dron-outs and Failure Rates

Thèse three indices are hère discussed together because some

particularities of the analysis are common to ail three.

Moreover, as discussed later in this section, they are more

meaningfully interpreted when considered in conjunction with each

other.

In ail two-way and three-way analyses, we eliminated the CO

group fron the population and conpared only expérimental and Cl.

This was considered more appropriate given the substantial

différences in grading from one teacher to another.

1. Average Grades

In one-way analysis on the large population (1646), there

was a significant effect (p = .0238) by expérimental status. As

table 21 shows, the Cl group had the highest mean and the

expérimental group the lowest.

Table 21.

Means and counts of MARK by EXPTYP

EXPTYP

Cl EX

72.19 71.88

( 282) ( 393) p=.0238
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This effect re-appeared (p = .000) in the two-way analysis by

treatment and topic. There was also a strong effect by topic

itself (p = .000), and a strong interaction of expérimental state

with topic (p = .004). The tendency by topic can be seen from

table 22, but only the pair sociology and Conputer Science,

showed a significant différence.

Table 22.

Means and counts of MARK by TOPIC

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG

75.13 73.40 70.95 68.79
( 116) ( 75) ( 130) ( 286)

However, it is inportant to note that the effect of treatnent did

not appear (p becones .865) when we were able to take sex into

account by re-running the analysis on the sub-population of 922

Vanier students.

Sinilarly, the effect of topic on average grade was

substantially différent in the subpopulation, as shown in table

23.

Table 23.

Means and counts of MARK by TOPIC in sub-population

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG

72.43 75.61 70.95 70.14
( 143) ( 122) ( 130) ( 437)
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Thèse large changes in statistical patterns were anong the

features which led us to question the consistency of grades as a

neasuring device across différent collèges and teachers. This

issue is discussed further below.

There was also a highly significant effect (p = .000) by sex

on grades, with the wonen's average (73.95) being higher than the

nen's (69.63). This is not surprising since nuch research

suggests that, in gênerai, wonen's grades are at least as high as

nen's.

Finally, the data on grades showed a surprisingly

significant interaction (.000) between sex and topic, where table

24 shows wonen students receiving nuch higher grades than nen in

English and sociology, slightly higher than nen in physics, and

substantially lower than nen in Conputer Science.

Table 24.

Means and counts of MARK by TOPIC and SEX

(p=.000)

TOPIC

SEX
PHY INF SOC ENG

F 74.43 70.53 73.70 72.35
( 51) ( 32) ( 93) ( 138)

M 75.68 75.53 64.03 65.47
( 65) ( 43) ( 37) ( 148) H

This division along the lines of traditional disciplines is !

interesting; however, because this resuit did not involve the

factor of experinental intervention, it tells us little about the '

1
i
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inpact of feninist pedagogy.

2. Failure Rates and Drop-out Rates

As discussed in the chapter on nethodology, two kinds of

drop-outs were defined: officiai AB's and "Miscellaneous

Disappearances" which included zéros, Incomplètes, etc.

Calculation of grade averages and of failure rates excluded MD's.

One-way analysis of variance found no effect by topic on AB

rates, but very highly significant effects by topic (p = .000) on

both failure rate and MD rate. The results are shown in tables 25

and 26.

Table 25.

FAILURE RATE by TOPIC

(p=.000)

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC FRA ENG ECC

.11

( 253) (
.06

158) (
.05

243) (
.00

182) (
.09

669) (
.14

141)

Table 26
L MD RATE by TOPIC

P TOPIC

PHY INF SOC FRA ENG ECC

PI

L

.00

( 253) (
.00

158) (

.00

243) (

.07

182) (

.02

669) (

.01

141)
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Anong other features of thèse tables, the figures for français

are very revealing. tfe took the exceptionally high MD rate in

this discipline, in conjunction with a zéro failure rate, as a

particularly clear manifestation of what nay in fact be a nuch

nore gêneraiized probien with the use of such indices as average

grades, failure rates, and drop rates. Our exanination of various

patterns in the data suggests that thèse indices nay be very nuch

affected by the inconsistencies anong différent collèges,

disciplines, and teachers in practices of hand1ing of

unsuccessful or absentée students. tfhether such students receive

grades of 0, 42 or 30%, whether they are given a 552 or a 602, or

whether they are given a status of inconplete, can hâve inportant

effects upon the class average as well as upon the failure and

drop rates.

It was an awareness of précisely this probien which had led

us to define the "Miscellaneous Disappearances" category, to

exanine it, and to exclude it fron the other indices. However,

the data suggests that this provision did not carry the reasoning

far enough and that the probien involves not only différences in

recording but also major différences in the way students are

actually treated. Hence, the quantitative data in the présent

section tends to mirror thèse différences in practice, rather

than to constitute a consistent instrument responding to

expérimental treatment or sex. Thus, in the discussion of the

remaining results for grades, failures and drop rates, we are for

the moment assuming that thèse inconsistencies are distributed

1

1

H
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randomly across ail the groups, although this nay likely not be

the case.

Beginning first with the effects and interactions involving

experinental treatnent: Treatnent had no significant factor

effect on any of the three rates, at any level of analysis.

Two-way analysis of Ab rate by sex and treatnent showed a

significant interaction (p = .025).

Table 27.

AB RATE by SEX and EXPTYP

EXPTYP

Cl

SEX

(

F

.01

166) (

M

.08

129)

EX

(

.02

224) (

.03

181)

p=.025

In table 27, we see that nale Cl students had a nuch higher AB

rate than nale experinental students, while anong fenales the

experinental rate was sightly greater than the Cl rate. However,

the interaction bécane non-significant in the three-way analysis,

and we deduce that it was caused by sone confounding factor.

There was, however, a significant (p = .002) interaction of

experinental type with topic in the two-way analysis of failure

rates, as shown in table 28.



Table 28.

FAILURE RATE by TOPIC and EXPTYP

(p=.002)

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG ECC

EXPTYP

Cl .00 .10 .05 .12 .03

( 38) ( 29) ( 107) ( 273) ( 34)

EX .04 .06 .07 .08 .24

( 126) ( 70) ( 136) ( 196) ( 80)
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The interaction again appears with sinilar tendencies and is

significant at .018, in the three-way analysis.

The MD rate showed no significant interaction or effects

involving treatnent or sex.

There was a highly significant effect by sex on failure

rates at ail three levels of analysis (p = .000 to .009). Wonen s

nean failure rate (.0505) was nuch lower than nen's (.1259). This

is congruent with the results, described earlier for wonen's

grades.

The three-way analysis for failure rates also shows an

interaction of sex and topic. Table 29 shows the values.

Table 29.

FAILURE RATE by TOPIC and SEX

SEX

M

TOPIC

PHY INF SOC ENG

.08

( 51) (

.03

32) (

.04

96) (

.07

143)

.02

( 65) (

.10

50) (

.16

38) (

.15

157)

1

n

1
i
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As we see fron the table, the division by sex tends to follow the

pattern of science versus non-science, in the sensé that wonen

hâve a higher failure rate than nen in physics, and lower than

nen in sociology and English.

In one-way analysis of AB rate there was a significant

effect by sex (p = .0292), in which wonen's nean of .0234 was

lower than nen's (.0494). This effect was also significant

(p = .021) in two-way analysis by sex and treatnent, but

disappeared in the three-way analysis which took topic into

account.

Thus we infer that the effect by sex on AB's was not valid.

In view of the strong effect of topic observed earlier, topic is

readily identified as the confounding factor.

AB rates also showed a significant (p = .022) interaction of

sex with topic in the three-way analysis.

ipl Table 30.

-

AB RATE by TOPIC and SEX

f?l (p=.022)

- TOPIC

SI
SEX

PHY INF SOC ENG

- F .00 .00 .03 .03

SI

( 51) ( 32) ( 96) ( 143)

M .00 .14 .03 .04

( 65) ( 50) ( 38) ( 157)

wl

However, as table 30 shows, the actual différences between sexes

were close to zéro in ail but one case. In Conputer Science the
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nale AB rate was nuch higher than the fenale.

Lastly, we exanine the effects of topic in the nulti-way H
1

analyses. Three-way analysis of the AB rate confirned a

significant factor effect by topic (p = .016). Conputer Science

had the highest AB rate (.09) and physics the lowest (.000).

The strong effect of topic on MD rate in one-and two-way

analyses bécane non-significant in the three-way. It will be H

recalled fron table 26 that only three disciplines had non-zero

MD rates and one of thèse is ECC which cannot be included in

three-way analyses.

Finally, the factor effect of topic on failure rate bécane

non-significant in the three-way analysis.

In sunnary, there were very few consistently significant

effects in this section which were readily interprétable, and

none which gave very direct évidence on the impact of the

expérimental interventions.

E. PRELININARY DISCUSSION OF RKSHT.TS

On the whole the quantitative results do not provide any

striking support for, nor opposition to, the hypothèses of the

Project. This null resuit, then, forces us to question the

sensitivity of the instruments which hâve been used with respect

to the effects to be measured. It would appear that, as foreseen

at the outset of this project, a one-semester intervention in

just one of a student's six courses may indeed produce effects

upon the student but which are too small and subtle to be

1
!

1

1

1
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measured by a large-scale instrument such as the Coopersmith

Self-esteem Inventory.

In seeking to understand the mixed results, particularly on

the SACQ, it may also be useful to remember that at the collège

level students may not think in terms of a "discipline", which

nay still be an abstraction to then. Therefore even if they hâve

experienced a change in attitude, they nay attribute it to the

nost directly visible source, that is, to the particular course

or teacher rather than the discipline. Hence faced with

questions intended to neasure interest in discipline, they

respond nore to the concrète détails of the question. In terns of

this argument, it is an interesting fact that the questions which

elicited significant effects are almost ail about a spécifie

subject and the présent or short-term future, as opposed to

gênerai educational or long-term intentions.

Ail of this suggests that in the space of one semester a

student will normally not immédiately and consciously change

her/his attitudes toward large abstract entities, but may be in

the process of building up and modifying such attitudes, a small

pièce at a time, out of spécifie immédiate expériences such as a

L particular course, teacher or classrooom practice. There is a

w tentative but suggestive trend in the data which may support this

approach to its interprétation. In the Coopersmith Self-esteem
pi

Inventory which is concerned with the gênerai construct of self-

esteem, virtually no change was detected which could be

attributable to any of the factors. In the SACQ, which is
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concerned with attitudes and intentions related to school, to the

extent that anything significant was found it was strongly

involved with topic. The marks, dropouts and failures which

record actual concrète behaviors were also heavily affected by

topic, but this was the first place that we began to see much

effect by individual student attributes such as sex. The patterns

we did see there tended to be confused by the difficulties

underlying thèse particular measures. However, this trend does

hint at the potential usefulness of focussing on more concrète,

small-scale and spécifie features for quantitative measurement.
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Chapter V. ANALYSIS OF POST-TEST INTERVIENS AMD TEACHING RECORDS

At the conclusion of the experinent, each of the

participating teachers was interviewed in either French or

English by one of the researchers. tfe each used the sane

carefully designed interview schedule (Appendix 10) and we taped

each session; the tapes were then carefully reviewed by ail three

of us so that we could agrée upon both the substance and the

significance of the naterial gathered. Our analyses of thèse

interviews were also inforned by the records or tally sheets (as

we called then) which teachers had kept during the senester and

by the samples of students' written work which were shared with

us.

From the very beginning of the research, we believed that

thèse interviews were a necessary part of our efforts to assess

the impact of the teaching stratégies; and in fact, as this

chapter makes clear, the observations and commentary of the

teachers added a new and important dimension to our évaluation of

the quality of the learning which students had experienced.

Furthermore, the interviews, in conbination with the records of

teaching practice which the teachers had kept thenselves,

afforded us the opportunity to explore the process which unfolded

in the classroon over the course of the senester. As our analysis

of the interviews developed, we found that we were in the

présence of a richer and nore detailed picture of how thèse

stratégies actually work.
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A. Sone General Remarka

In gênerai, the teachers participâting in the project were
rai

positive about the overall expérience, tfithout exception they I

said that they had found at least one new strategy they intended n»

to incorporate into future course designs. Though ail of then

encountered difficulties of one kind or another, with one "*

exception, ail the teachers agreed that the advantages of using

the stratégies outweighed the probiens. It is interesting that |

the vast majority of the teachers reported that they had corne to r*

know and understand their students better by using the

stratégies; those few who said they had not were four teachers "*

who felt they always got to know their students well.

About one quarter of the teachers in the project talked

about having to deal with sone serious student résistance; m,

however, as becones apparent when we turn to exanine the

opération of each of the stratégies in greater détail, the source

and the significance of résistance differ substantially fron case

to case. Four teachers reported that they had encountered

probiens in trying to cover their course content: one or nore of

the stratégies had, for then, used too nuch class tine. tfe were

interested to note that this conplaint came from teachers drawn ™"

from various disciplines and that they ail felt that part of this

problem was one of adjusting to the new stratégies and re-working |
the balance between "covering" material and allowing students to

1
explore and integrate the material being covered.

1
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One quarter of the teachers complained that the project had

been associated for then with an increase in workload. Two of

thèse felt that the stratégies thenselves had resulted in an

excessive increase in workload; three said that they had had sone

difficulty in coping with the organizational aspect of so nany

student-centred activities; sonetines this included the extra

work which the tracking systen we had adopted for the research

inposed. tfe were inpressed, however, by the nunber of tines that

the narration of négative expériences ended with phrases like

"I'il hâve to find a new way to ", "It showed ne I'n not very

good at ...", "Next tine 1*11 be sure to On the basis of

the interviews, it seens very clear to us that the teachers had

ail used the experinent as a learning expérience. In this sensé,

even négative student reactions were seen as having sone positive

outcones, and, in fact, the vast majority of the participants

said that they had enjoyed the opportunity to explore thèse

stratégies with us.

Some teachers had very strong impressions about the success

of their experinental classes. Again about one quarter of the

teachers renarked that they had found the attendance rate to be

nuch better in their experinental classes. Thèse sane teachers

also reported fewer dropouts than they were accustoned to having.

Many teachers said that they felt that there had been an

inprovenent in the quaiity of the learning which had taken place

as a resuit of the use of thèse stratégies. The nature of this

inprovenent energes nore clearly in the connentary on each of the
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spécifie stratégies. Before turning to this discussion, we want

to note that the majority of the teachers felt that the

stratégies had worked equally well for the fenale and nale

students. At least six, however, observed that the girls had

participated nore actively and willingly, and sone of thèse felt n

that the girls generally did nore conscientious, and sonetines

better, work. '*

B. Discussion of the Stratégies

1. Systenatic Self-disclosure

Of ail the stratégies under investigation, this one H

turned out to be the nost problenatic in terms of its

experinental application. Thirteen teachers, drawn fron the full

range of disciplines, excluding Conputer Science, opted to try n

either verbal self-disclosure in the classroon, written self-

disclosure in responding to student papers, or both. However, of r~

the eleven participants who had opted to do verbal self-

disclosure, either on its own or in conbination with the use of

written I-statenent responses, nore than half reported that it

had required a great deal of effort to avoid naking the sane

disclosures in the control group. "Disclosure is a natural part

of ne" one of the teachers said and, indeed, this statenent seens

to capture the essence of the probien.

Thus, although the majority of the users liked the strategy,

they often had the feeling that it was an extension of Personal

I
i
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style nore than a conscious strategy per se. Several teachers

began to find it difficult to keep the record of self-disclosures

which we were asking then to naintain; one teacher said that she

continually felt unsure about whether her interventions in class

were in fact self-disclosures; another said that his difficulty

was in planning the disclosure since they "just seened to

happen".

Nonetheless, in spite of this experinental difficulty, it is

fair to say that the teachers who did verbal self-disclosure, and

who were confortable with it as a Personal style, saw it as being

effective. Many of then described how the experinent had nade

then nore conscious of what type of disclosures worked best for

then and how they used disclosure in their courses. They saw

disclosure as having a positive effect in the class when it nade

students nore relaxed, nore attentive, and/or nore willing to

participate. Teachers who reported using the strategy

successfully agreed that long and inappropriately Personal

révélations usually had the opposite effect, that is, they tended

to nake students unconfortable and withdrawn. Thèse "experienced

disclosers" seened clear about what constituted appropriate

disclosures for then and they used thèse flexibly; they stressed

the inportance of choosing the right nonent for naking the

disclosure in a lecture or class discussion. One teacher said

that it was her way of narking transitions in the naterial which

she was teaching; another said that she used then whenever she

wanted students to speak openly about sonething.
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It is interesting that the teachers who were the nost

positive about their expériences with this strategy also spoke of

an increased awareness of the distinction between acadenic and

therapeutic self-disclosures. One teacher said that it nade her

see that she could transforn those more intimate moments when

teachers speak about themselves just to speak about thenselves,

into sonething pedagogically useful. Her assessnent: "une belle

façon de susciter des questions".

It is therefore hardly surprising that the one teacher who

was unconfortable with this strategy felt that the disclosures

did not cône naturally to hin. It was, however, this négative

expérience which offered the best example of how self-disclosure

involves an interaction between teacher and students. The teacher

in this case suggested that self-disclosure was rendered

particularly difficult for him because of a particularly unco-

operative and inattentive group of students in his experinental

class. Our reading of the tally sheets kept by teachers using

this strategy certainly suggests that student response, even in

terns of simple body language, is an important part of the

process sustaining the teacher's offering of her/himself in the

classroom. It is also possible that by créâting an atmosphère,

more open to the expression of the Personal, teachers create a

space in which students are given license to express négative as

well as positive views and émotions. At least four teachers chose

to reflect upon this aspect of the process in the interviews.

The written part of the self-disclosure strategy was more

i

i
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easily controlled (One teacher said that she simply used

différent coloured ink in her expérimental class to remind her of

where she was); however, only five teachers chose to

systematically employ written self-disclosing statements in the

marking of student papers. Of thèse, two felt that the strategy

had not produced any visible change in students' behaviour and

both of thèse people, though for différent reasons, began to feel

uncomfortable about making such statements. The other two

teachers were extremely positive about the results obtained. They

both said that more students asked for permission to re-write

their work. One of thèse teachers said: "I got more revisions and

they came to see me more. They felt that I was talking to them."

It is perhaps worth noting that this same teacher commented that

marking with self-disclosure was more time consuming but also

more fun: "I liked being positive."

2. Peer Support Partnerships

Seventeen of the teachers participâting in the project opted

to test peer support partnerships in their classes, tfe were able

to look at the opération of this strategy in every discipline

under investigation. The vast majority of the teachers set up

dyads, with an occasional triad, in each expérimental class.

There were, however, three teachers who used the peer support

partnerships as an organizational unit for creating larger groups

in the classroom, either intermittently, but regularly, for

various activities, or on a permanent basis as the semester wore
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on. Of ail the teachers implementing this strategy, only one felt

that it had had no effect on her class and one felt that she had

shifted to using larger groups too quickly to be able to assess

the effect of the dyads on her class. Ail the other teachers

reported that the dyads had had impact on the learning expérience

of their students and everyone described this expérience in

positive terms.

Slightly more than half of the teachers in this group

reported that the dyads in their expérimental classes were

functioning regularly and extremely well. Thèse teachers talked

about an atmosphère in the class which seemed to favour the

development of better relations among the students. They ail said

that there was more mutual interaction in the class. One teacher

said: "(T)he class was more relaxed, less reluctant to speak to

me about problems ... there were fewer cliques". Thèse teachers «

said that the students seemed to hâve more confidence. A physics

teacher observed that the partnerships in the classroom seemed to H

make students less dépendent upon her for producing the correct
psi

answer. A Computer Science teacher suggested that individuals had j

a better sensé of problem when they had first engaged in a shared

exploration. Another teacher concluded by saying, "Students were

connected to the material more effectively expecially those who

had never done this before" and several teachers remarked that

even shy students opened up and spoke in their dyads. The

positive value of dyads for shyer and/or weaker students was

noted by several teachers in a range of disciplines. "(Q)uiet

1
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students seemed to gain confidence and did share ideas with the

class", a teacher wrote on her tally sheet. One of the teachers

who was most positive about her expérience with dyads observed a

lowered drop-out rate in the expérimental class, and this in

spite of the fact that the class was scheduled at a relatively

unpopular time of day and that the students seemed to be

gêneraily weaker. "An extra something kept them there", she said,

"they had more friends - they really did phone each other".

Thèse teachers were also positive about the quality of the

learning which took place when dyads were functioning well. "I

could see the inprovenent at an earlier stage", observed a

teacher evaluating student's ability to criticize written work.

"Even students who failed got more out of the course", said

another. tfe were particularly struck by the fact that this

positive évaluation was shared by teachers who had less over-all

success in keeping the support groups meeting and functioning.

For example, one such teacher said that only about half of his

partnerships met regularly. tfhen they did, he observed that you

could really see understanding happening.

In fact, this teacher belongs to a group of approximately

five teachers who reported having significant problems sustaining

the activity of support partnerships. Because we were concerned

to understand the process which was unfolding in thèse

expérimental classes, we listened carefully to thèse teachers in

an effort to identify the factor or factors which might explain

the différences in this respect. On the basis of our interview
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data, it is clear that students in ail the classes under

investigation chose their partners in much the same way; that is, n

they tended to choose friends or, at least, acquaintances, often

people next to whom they were sitting. The partnerships which |

resulted tended to be either ail maie or ail female units,

although there were a substantial nunber of nixed groups. Ail the

teachers observed that it was necessary to retain sone

flexibility in order to keep dyads and triads working in spite of

the probiens posed by absenteeisn and drop-outs.

Ail of the teachers who used this strategy agreed that the

partners tended to work best if they were freely chosen and based

on friendship and sone nutual Knowledge. Partnerships which

floundered usually involved people who were "thrown together".

The teachers who evaluated the functioning of their dyads nost

positively even assigned exercises to allow students an

opportunity to assess their work conpatability with their

partners. Two teachers observed that ail female groupings tended

to work better; one teacher included female/male partnerships in

this category. Although some teachers mentioned that there was

the occasional problem with a student who seemed stuck in a

négative partnership, ail teachers, whether or not they were

successful at sustaining the partnerships throughout the

semester, agreed that students selected themselves into

apparently appropriate groupings. Everyone agreed that with very

rare exceptions the partners functioned in a basically

egalitarian manner.
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Where the two groups of teachers differed, however, appears

to be in terms of the extent to which they integrated the

instructions which they received about using dyads into their

teaching practice. A crucial factor hère, for example, was the

extent to which the dyad activities were systenatically made part

of the course content. In practical terms, this meant that thèse

activities had to be rendered clear and important fron the

beginning of the senester, always nonitored, and consistently

valued (either by giving then a nark for coupletion or by using

then in sone other way). One teacher who reported great success

with dyad work said: "There was never a dyadic exercise without

ne finding out what they had done". It is, therefore, perhaps not

surprising that nost teachers found that they got the nost

consistently good results with in-class dyad activities. One of

the teachers, who ultinately was highly successful in sustaining

dyad work, told us that she couldn't get students to carry

through on their dyad work outside of the classroom unless she

rewarded the work with marks. She readjusted: "I started to give

them dyad tasks in class". And, indeed, ail of the teachers who

were unable to sustain the activity said in one way or another:

"I assigned dyad activities ... (t)here was no évidence that

anyone did them". One teacher in the "successful" group provided

an interesting summary of the process when she wrote on her tally

sheet: "Students enjoy thèse activities and participate with some

commitment provided: 1.there is a mark 2.the task is very, very

clear 3.time is given to it in class 4.it is linked to their
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learning".

It is also important to note that most of the teachers who H

were less successful at sustaining the dyad as a functioning unit

were well on their way to understanding why this had been the

case, at least by the time of the interview. One teacher said: "I

waited too long with the problem-solving groups"; another said:

"I would re-use it but be more disciplined"; and a third: "I'm

going to hâve to find a better way of keeping track". It is

interesting that this was also true of the teachers who felt that

they had been relatively nore successful with the strategy.

Several of the teachers belonging to this group conplained that

the dyads had created an environment in which there was now too

much discussion, some of it apparently uncontrollable; but they

ail said that they would continue to use them, while exploring

other stratégies for integrating this more Personal material into

the course content. A few teachers who reported varying degrees

of difficulty in sustaining dyad activity also reported an

increase in absenteeism. They suggested that this might be

explained in terms of the présence of a "note-taking buddy". Ail

of this suggested to us that some of the teachers who were new to

the use of support partnerships might hâve needed more

opportunity to practise this organizationally more demanding

technique before entering the testing situation.

Finally, it should be noted that one of our suggested

methods for rendering the support partnerships more central to

students' learning involved asking students to do sone self-
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reflection about their own expériences in thèse groupings. Sone

teachers did, in fact, solicit this type of infornation fron

students and as a resuit, we hâve an interesting, though clearly

inconplete record of sone students' responses to this strategy.

On the basis of this adnittedly fragnentary data, the students

appear to share the enthusiasn of the majority of teachers. tfhen

they hâve réservations about the strategy, thèse gêneraily centre

about a concern over the distribution of marks. There seens to be

sone consensus, anong teachers as well as students, that the

idéal fornula involves an individual as well as a group component

when a final product (as opposed to the process itself) is being

evaluated. Thus, ail of our interviews and records, those drawn

from failed attempts as well as those representing more

successful expériences, strongly suggest that, if certain basic

conditions are satisfied, dyad work créâtes more engaged and

committed learners.

3. Using Writing in the Learning Process

Eighteen of the participating teachers chose one of the

writing stratégies for testing. tfe can therefore report on the

use of writing in ail five of our chosen disciplines, in English

and in French. Furthermore, the writing-to-learn stratégies

seemed to be the most successful. Ail of the teachers who chose

to test writing said that they would use it again in another

course. This is not to say that writing-to-learn stratégies were

not criticized or that teachers did not hâve problems with them.
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There were many difficulties as well as successes, ail of which

are outlined below. In gênerai, however, teachers felt that the

overall objectives set for writing-to-learn stratégies had in

fact been fulfilled.

The most popular choice among the stratégies was the five-

minute free write: ten teachers - half the population - chose to

use them. It would be interesting to know whether this choice had

anything to do with the fact that we had so carefully integrated

two free writes into our preparatory workshops for thèse

teachers. Certainly, one sociology teacher was able to use her

own expérience in our workshop to good advantage; as she

introduced the strategy to her class, she talked about how hard

she had found it, and she predicted that some of them would, too.

This remark allowed the students to flounder at first, without

embarrassment.

In any case, free writes were used in ail disciplines.

Student résistance was reported most strongly in physics and

Computer Science, though the physics teacher said he did not

think it was the writing that students objected to as much as to

having to be in class to get the free write crédit. This teacher

said that fifty per cent of his students objected to this

strategy. The Computer Science teacher did not give us a

percentage, but said that quite a few students complained. One

teacher of English reported some résistance toward the end of the

term. Ail the other teachers said their students took to it very

well, producing more and better work as the semester progressed.

i
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Three teachers said that the women students were most interested

in the strategy and did the best writing. One teacher remarked on

real inprovenent in expression through this uncorrected written

work.

Most of the teachers using five-minute free writes seemed to

use then to begin classes. A very connon procédure was to ask the

students to write, then share the work with a partner, then take

part in a class discussion. In classes where partners were not

used, the writing led at once to class discussion. Teachers were

unanimous in stating that the writing led to nuch better focussed

discussion with nany nore participating students. The tactic that

worked the least well was to ask for volunteers to read their

work aloud to the class: students seened reluctant to do this.

Seven of the nine teachers stressed how nuch nore they discovered

about their students' difficulties with subject natter and

learning by using this strategy. None of the teachers conplained

about the time required to read and check off the free writes,

but four of them complained that the process took too much class

time. One teacher complained that it took fifteen minutes to deal

with free writes; another teacher said that it took three

quarters of an hour. Two of the four teachers said that they

thought the problem was probably theirs: they found it very

difficult to bring closure to the excellent discussion that can

occur when students are activated in this way. Another teacher

discovered her own solution to this very problem: using free

writes at the end of the class, to actually acconplish closure.
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Free writes were also used to hâve students evaluate the other

stratégies, such as dyads and collective course units.

In talking to thèse teachers, we could not fail to notice

sone widely varying practices. Teachers had very différent

interprétations of what was an appropriate "prompt" or topic

question for students to write on. One of the teachers who

encountered so much résistance always used very spécifie and

knowledge-testing prompts about the physics course that he was

teaching. The other teacher who encountered résistance said that

he learned to use more and more open questions as the term went

on. Certainly, in ail disciplines, the best work seemed to be

written in response to open-ended questions in which students

could express their opinions. Some teachers seemed to find it

particularly difficult not to correct the writing, too, and in

one case we saw évidence of spelling errors underlined and

writing evaluated for form and content. In another case, though

the teacher followed our guidelines, he said he would use writing m

in a future physics course but that he would most certainly

corret both form and content. It is clearly hard for teachers to

alter habituai behaviours, and asking them to follow certain

procédures does not necessarily convince them this is worth I

doing. However, given the generally acknowledged expression ""i

problems of both French and English student populations,

teachers showed remarkable restraint in their treatment of free

writes.

Two teachers asked students to keep journals as part of the

ffiîl
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experiment. A third teacher had students do a few journal entries

as well as free writes during the semester, and a fourth gave us

a most interesting journal record but said it could not be seen

as a formai part of the experiment since she had not been

systematic enough. Ail four teachers were in the Language and

Literature area. The most common prompt was to ask students to

react to the course readings. One teacher said he had some

problems with thèse prompts, in that his students tended to write

mini-essays in their journals: he did not think he had been

entirely successful in communicating with the students how

informai and Personal a journal reaction could be. He said that

he would hâve to find a way to explain this better next time.

The teacher who was most enthusiastic about the journal

experiment was another maie English teacher who had also never

used the technique before. Simultaneously with taking part in our

Project, however, he decided to take a Performa course in using

journals in the classroom and did some journal writing of his

own. He said that the students seemed to enjoy keeping journals

and on the whole did very well. He felt the journals very

effectively linked cognitive and affective learning. The best

journals, he said, were written by quiet females who did not take

much part in class discussion; the very médiocre journals were

written by maies who talked a lot in class. Had it not been for

their journals, he would not hâve been able to communicate

individually with the quiet female students at ail.

Ail of the teachers who used journals stressed how much they
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learned about their students, and how helpful this Knowledge was.

One of the English teachers was surprised to see how clearly he

could distinguish those students having difficulty with

abstractions. A teacher of français said she could see how many

students were really not doing their reading. Another English

teacher said she was shocked to discover how much her students

disliked the reading material on her course, once they were H

invited to tell her so in a free and uncensored format. Clearly

both course planning and pedagogical interventions are much

assisted by this kind of information. Ail the teachers liked n

using the journals and said they would use them again without

hésitation. None complained about the reading load: one teacher H

estimated it took him about five hours to read one class set,

each time he collected them, but that even though this was over

and above essay marking time, the undertaking was well worth

while.

Two teachers asked their students to contribute to a

collective class log, filed on reserve in the library: one

English teacher and one teacher of Early Childhood Education.

Both teachers were extremely pleased about the success of the log

for those students who participated. Entries were interesting,

open and créative. Students quite early began responding to each

other by nane. The use of names was a very interesting feature

for us, as described in Chapter II: students seemed to enjoy

identifying and being identified by other students in this way.

They commented on each other's entries and directed each other's

n
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attention to important course-related items in the newspaper and

on télévision. Shy students made particular référence to how much

easier they found it to express themselves to the class within

the covers of a book than face to face with a large group. Thèse

teachers hâve given us the logs and we are naking copies of this

interesting naterial for further study.

There were significant différences between thèse two

teachers' expériences which we found to be very instructive. The

Early Childhood teacher asked her students to write once a week,

as the workshop package had suggested. She decided that students

ôught to be able to complète sixty per cent of the entries to get

some of the crédit she had set aside for this course component.

In her class, however, there were eleven students who completed

fewer than the required sixty per cent: this meant that almost

half the class (11 out of 25) did not get any crédit. The

students had various explanations, but the chief problem seemed

to be that some of them just forgot to do the work, since the

teacher was not collecting it in class. The English teacher, on

the other hand, asked for entries only every two weeks, and the

participation rate was higher. Less than a third fell below the

sixty percent bench mark. If we compare thèse two adnittedly very

différent and isolated cases and draw conclusions from them, it

would seem that the log requires so much initiative on the part

of the students that to ask them to contribute every week may

disqualify some of them from the start. An extraordinary number

of them càn sustain this kind of effort, however, with minimal
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teacher reinforcement. The teachers read the log only three or

four times in the semester and made a few comments in class as

well as on some of the entries.

The writing strategy which brought the most conflicting

responses was the question and answer box. Six teachers undertook

to test the strategy. One physics teacher and one English teacher

felt it was their greatest success. A second physics teacher and

one Computer Science teacher found it interesting but dropped it

part way through the semster because they were not statisfied

that they had found an effecive way to use it. A third physics

teacher liked it a great deal but said it was very hard to get

students to participate. An Early Childhood Education teacher

reported zéro participation. Thèse widely varying expériences

hâve made us look very carefully at this strategy.

First of ail, given that four out of the six science

teachers participating in the project chose to try the question

and answer box, it appears that this strategy has a natural

appeal in this area. Students in science classes are sure to hâve

questions about the material and putting those questions into

words helps them with their learning. The trick seems to be to

"sell" the idea to the students. The teacher who was most

successful clearly made this one of his major thrusts of the

semester. He collected the questions from students in class on

Monday and handed them back on tfednesday in the lab; he put brief

comments on ail of them; he answered some questions individually

as he moved about the lab; he integrated some of the other
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questions into his classes; he wrote full explanations to some

requests for help. Students were allowed to read their own work

again briefly and then they filed their papers in a large

cardboard file which the teacher carried with him to the lab:

each student's work was filed there, week by week, by nane.

Though they did not read one another's, the students were given

the same sensé of value of their work as those writing in a

collective log. The exercise was compulsory and students who

participated got the full five marks for doing so. Their

questions were very focussed on the work and frequently repeated

each other throughout the class, giving the teacher a very clear

indication of group as well as individual problems. There were

some notable exanples of students arriving at their own answers

through the writing process. Once again, the teacher has given us

this naterial, and we intend to study it further.

It is not very difficult to analyze what nade the différence

between this successful expérience and the less successful use of

this strategy in the other physics classes. One différence was

certainly the commitment of the teacher, who not only made it

compulsory but talked it up as useful and enjoyable. One of the

other physics teachers confessed she always has trouble enforcing

routine obligations for students: this might be the explanation

for the low participation rate in her class. Those who did

participate asked very interesting questions, however, often on

gênerai interest matters, and she was able to enrich the course

by providing them with articles to read from scientific
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journals. The physics teacher who discontinued the practice began

by asking students to bring the questions to a box on her office

door rather than by picking them up in class. Their conclusion

seems to hâve been that coming to the office was the major point

being made, and many of them did so. Their written questions

tended to be very perfunctory, however. At mid-term, this teacher

asked students to evaluate the method. The évaluations, which she

showed to us, were very positive: they liked the method, found it

helpful, and really appreciated the message of teacher concern

for student learning that lay beneath it. Because she asked them

if they wished to continue, however, just over fifty per cent

said no, because they found it an extra effort, and really

preferred to speak to her directly.

Though the English teacher liked the method and the Computer

Science teacher discarded it, their reactions were in some ways

quite similar. They both said they learned a lot about the

students, what puzzled then and what they needed to know. The

English teacher said she found out that she had been using

certain texts for years without being aware of sone of the real

nisconceptions that students had about then. The Conputer Science

teacher discovered a lot about sone new software he was using.

Both teachers, however, said that it took a lot of class tine.

The Conputer Science teacher had to abandon it because he could

not afford to spend the twenty ninutes or nore that it took to

deal with the major questions. The English teacher began to write

some of the answers for students individually. The English
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teacher said this was really too much work, but it was so

valuable and the students wanted the answers so much she decided

it was worth while.

Thèse various expériences with the question and answer box

and indeed with ail the write-to-learn stratégies clearly

underline the importance of making such practices course

requirements which students must complète and for which students

are rewarded with some kind of mark. Where participation was

optional and unrewarded, as in the Early Childhood course,

students tended not to take advantage of it. As one of the

English teachers pointed out in her interview with us, students

hâve not been taught how to use their own thoughts and ninds as

part of the learning process. tfithout this sensé of the

inportance of engagenent, they autonatically choose the rôle of

spectators in their learning. Because they hâve not experienced

the advantages of active involvenent, they see ail such

activities as nerely extra work to be avoided at ail cost. In

this situation, it is inportant for teachers to connunicate the

inportance of ail acts of process, particularly those which

require writing. Communicating inportance involves ail the

aspects of "selling" which our physics teacher used: naking the

work conpulsory, giving autonatic crédit for doing it, responding

to it immediately, demonstrating faith in it as a method, and

giving students regular exposure to visible proof that ail this

is going on. It might be argued that this is spoon feeding, but

it is spoon feeding a process, not a set of answers, and the
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process, we believe, lies at the heart of meaningful éducation.

3. Collaborative Course Units

Only two teachers made use of this strategy. Given their

success, and given our overall concern with student autonomy, co-

operation, and language in the learning process, it is

regrettable that more did not try it. tfe take responsibility for

some of the teacher réticence: we became more and more concerned,

during the pre-test interviews, with some of the problems of what

teachers described as group projects, and we feel that we were

perhaps overly cautious about recommending extended

collaboration. Furthermore, it is interesting that the two

teachers who did allow their students to take over a whole unit

of the course were English teachers whose courses are of their

own design and who therefore are only answerable to their

programmmes for teaching skills and processes rather than for

coyering course content. There is real fear that students will

not learn material that is not teacher-taught.

Both teachers used ingénuity and imagination in adapting the

outline in the workshop package to suit their needs. One asked

for the journal entries as suggested, but opened the final

question to a statement of one interesting way of helping the

class understand the play rather than a list of topics required 1

for such understanding. What resulted were a lot of very créative

"1
choices: dramatisations, puppet shows, debates, and so on. She •
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said the hardest part was to allow the groups to make their own

choices, a process that some of them found difficult to deal

with. She allowed small parts of four classes for this group

process, and took in reports of their progress after each class.

Her only requirement was that the group agrée on a significant

Project, and that each person hâve a clearly designated task. She

gave feedback to the groups at each session. Groups were then

given time to prépare their présentations outside of class, while

she continued to cover other material with them in classes.

Before the class viewed the projects, however, she required the

class to establish the évaluation criteria, and that bécane the

task of the other groups during the présentations: groups were

required to collaborate on a single évaluation for each

présentation, and were given five ninutes consultation tine to

arrive at this conclusion. Sone of the présentations were overly

anbitious and therefore not entirely satisfactory; nany were,

however, excellent. Ail the students liked doing the unit,

enjoyed working together (gêneraily two dyads joined together to

forn a group), and felt it had been the best part of the course.

The teacher said she thought it was one of the nost stinulating

units she had ever organized.

The other teacher did not require journal entries but did

warn students early that one novel was theirs to deal with in

groups. When the tine cane, students chose whon they wished to

work with: groups of five were required, as there were four

course thenes the teacher wished explored in the novel, and four
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students were each responsible for one of then, with the fith

student responsible for introducing, co-ordinating and concluding

the written product. She allowed one full class for thèse

décisions to be nade. She then carried on with other course work

while the students prepared their naterial: she said that in

retrospect she feels she ought to hâve given nore class tine for

consulting. At the end of the senester she allowed four days for

the groups to give nini-presentations of their work to the class.

She also took in the major collaborative assignment which she

said was of much higher quality than their other work in the

course. Their évaluation of the collaborative unit was very

enthusiastic. Women students were especially enthusiastic. The

teacher felt that this work had also affected other aspects of

the class: the whole class got to know each other better and the

quality of class dicussion improved. In fact, the spin-off for

the class as a whole was so good that the teacher felt she ought

to hâve done the group work earlier, so that the class could

profit from the improved atmosphère for a longer period.

Carefully organized collaborative course units are clearly

popular with students and successful from a pedagogical point of

view. Students seem to choose their groups well, usually of mixed

gender once there are more than three of them. They also run

their groups fairly and equitably if they are given the

appropriate help with structuring the work. tfe believe that more

teachers could make use of this type of strategy, and allow

students to take possession of more of their own learning.
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C. Sone General Conclusions on the Teachers' Expériences

Our interviews with the teachers, review of their records,

and reading of sample work of the students suggests that the

feminist pedagogical stratégies were producing effects which

tended to support the overall hypothesis of this research. The

classrooms which thèse teachers described seemed to be

characterized by an increased sensé of community, empowerment of

individuals, and a gênerai atmosphère of mutual respect, trust

and support. Teachers using the stratégies reported, in a variety

of ways, évidence of an increase in student engagement with

course content. Thèse sane teachers frequently reported that they

observed nore confident, active and effective learning.

Student confidence is difficult for teachers to evaluate

except insofar as it relates to student behviour. If we consider

the student behaviours described in thèse interviews, however, it

can be seen that nany of the stratégies addressed the issue of

confidence by allowing students to develop a greater sensé of

their own abilties. The peer support partnerships, for instance,

which the teachers described as nost successful, were those in

which students took on very responsible functions with respect to

one another, and fulfilled their responsibilites with a good deal

of pride. Many teachers felt that students in thèse dyads had
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becone nore autononous and self-confident learners. The writing-

to-learn activities were over and over again described as giving j

to shy students outlets for self-expression and growth which they
PS?

would not otherwise hâve had. The collaborative course units

which were so popular built confidence in their participants and m»

required confidence for their conpletion. The fact that so nany

teachers said in their interviews "I never knew students felt "*

that way" shows us that the students in thèse classes had the

confidence to tell their teachers what their needs and wishes

were, and that this confident self-expression was definitely

greater than the teachers had ever experienced before.

Our hypothesis that the stratégies would create conditions *"]

favourable for the developnent of confidence seens therefore to

be supported by this interview naterial. Each tine sone indicator

of increased self-confidence was described, the teacher confirned —

that this favourable outcone was related to her/his having

established, through the use of one or nore of the stratégies, an **

atnosphere of trust, tfe also noted that, in this atmosphère,

teachers were nore likely to hear students and therefore the

classroon was nore likely to be denocratized. In the context of
PS

this tendency toward denocratization, individuals were nore

likely to be enpowered. tfhat begins to energe, indeed, fron this ra

material, is a pattern of important links between the various

aspects of our original hypothesis, and a strong sensé that the

stratégies create conditions favourable for learning.

The stratégies also appear to hâve fostered much more active I

I3S5I
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learning. The peer support partnerships, writing-to-learn

activities and collaborative course units which thèse teachers

described were ail student-centred, student-active endeavours. In

gênerai, as the interviews show, the teachers were surpised and

pleased with the extent of the student participation. Where there

was student résistance, it appears that the résistance was, at

least on the surface, a résistance to this activity. It is clear

that capitulating to this résistance undermines the pedagogy, and

many teachers told us that they discovered the secret is to

insist that ail students involve themselves. Teachers in the

Project began to be sensitized, however, to the complexities of

teaching students how to involve themselves in the learning

process. If students do not expérience the advantages of

involvement, résistance is a logical, prédicatable response.

Since résistance can also be a growing point, however, perhaps

more work could be done in helping teachers deal with it.

Certainly, to be effective, teachers must hâve a full

understanding of the stratégies they are using, both in their

spécifies and in the overall learning objectives of the

behaviours they are encouraging. When the understanding is there,

the teacher can make the kind of informai but important

adaptations of the strategy that her/his course content requires.

It is obviously important to provide teachers with adéquate

guidance and support for new undertakings: we feel that our

November, January and March workshops helped the teachers bring

about more effective learning during the semester. tfe hâve
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described, however, how many teachers felt that they would change

their approaches in the future, and the message seems to be that

it takes time, perhaps more than one semester, to learn how to

use new stratégies most effectively.

Learning effectîveness is normally measured by student «

grades, and thèse grades are examined in Chapter IV. We would

argue, however, that there is a quality of learning, especially "1

with respect to involvement in process, that is not always

reliably reflected in grades, but which is définitely recognized

by teacher and students alike. The fact that a number of teachers _

said that their grades in expérimental classes were higher than '

usual reflects this sensé: whether or not the grades really are H

higher is not as significant hère as the teacher's sensé that

what has happened is educationally more valuable than other kinds

of interactions with students in the past. „_

Our hypothesis was that the stratégies would produce

more confident, active and effective learning. What we did not

anticipate, however, was how much effective learning the teachers

would expérience by their participation. Teachers learned how to

use several stratégies together, and they taught us what they had

learned. They learned how they must organize themselves more

efficiently in order to direct student activities. They learned

new skills in routine pedagogical matters such as conducting

class discussions, making lectures interesting, and marking

student papers. They described their enjoyment of this learning.

The interviews helped us to see how central the teachers'

"1
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learning process was to the experiment as a whole. Teachers told

us about discovering new behaviours, making mistakes, making

changes, listening to students, and so on. They communicated an

enthusiasm for learning to us which may possibly hâve allowed

them to model productive and effective learning for their

students. They remindéd us, too, that our post-experiment student

questionnaires tapped but one moment in a process which they

perceived as both complex and on-going.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesis of this research project, namely that a one

semester exposure to feminist pedagogical stratégies could

improve, in a quantitatively demonstrable way, the self-esteem of

female students, their interest in and liking for the subject

under investigation and their willingness to continue in

éducation has not been proven. On the other hand, our qualitative

data, in the form of in-depth interviews with the participating

teachers and analysis of their records of pedagogical ™

intervention in the expérimental classes, strongly suggests that

there hâve been improvements in a number of areas which bear upon *"|

the original hypothesis.

This discrepancy between quantitative and qualitative

results, in conjunction with the largely non-significant findings .

of our two questionnaires, namely, the Coopersmith Self-esteem

Inventory and our own School Attitude and Commitment

Questionnaire hâve led us to the following conclusions:

Firstly, we want to suggest that an instrument such as the

Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory does not appear to be an ™

instrunent calibrated to neasure the subtlety of the changes

which occur in student's self-esteen fron senester to senester in ™]
I

a single course. In fact, none of the neasures which we chose to

read appear to hâve been equal to the task. Neither the gênerai |

self esteen neasure nor the acadenic sub-scale were able to
i

neasure any experimentally significant change fron pre to post- I

1
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test.Our own instrunent, geared to neasure nuch nore specifically

subject and even course bound attitudinal changes, on the whole

failed to detect convincing différences either with respect to

sex or experinental intervention. It is true that we were able to

observe sone différences which were related to the effects of the

discipline in which the student's course had been offered. It is

also possible that the fact that teachers did not ail choose the

sane stratégies had sone effect on the outcone. However, the

results over-all hâve led us to consider whether thèse tests hâve

the kind of sensitivity to learning attitudes and expectations

which our experinent required.

Marks and student failure and withdrawal rates looked as if

they were going to discrininate between groups slightly nore

effectively than our other instrunents; however, hère too, thèse

neasures were not sensitive enough to tell us what we needed to

know about the kind of change which night take place over a

single senester. tfe also discovered that thèse indices are

plagued by spécifie nethodological probiens. The valid

interprétation of the failure rate is conpronised by the enornous

variation which appears to exist in its use; rates of withdrawal

are too snall for meaningful statistical manipulation. The

quantitative dinension of this research suggests that différent

instrunents are necessary in order to neasure thèse phenomena. In

this respect, it is particularly significant that the qualitative

dimension of this research has helped us to better understand the

process which is to be measured.
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This process is, indeed, a complex one. On the basis of

the interviews which we conducted with the participating

teachers, we would suggest that the effects achieved by

pedagogical intervention in a single semester are better

described and, if necessary, measured in more spécifie terms

which better capture discrète moments in this learning process.

In other words, it appears that we should be measuring changes in

phenomena which are closer to what students are actually doing in

the classroom. Thus we would recommend that researchers seeking

to measure changes in such broad psychological constructs as

self-confidence and self-esteem need first to identify the

pedagogically relevant markers subject to visible change in a

relatively short space of time. Although it is clearly beyond the

limits of the présent research project to venture far on to this

terrain, on the basis of the interviewing which we hâve done, we

believe that it is possible to identify useful indices hère. For

example, ail of our interviews with participating teachers

suggest that self-confidence and self-esteem are linked to the

présence of trust and that one measure of student trust in the

classroom is her/his willingness to become visible: to speak out,

to take risks, to make demands. Clearly, there is preparatory

work exploring thèse connections to be done before research can

proceed in this area; however, our point is that carefully chosen

measures of visibility are more valid.

In fact, the data which we hâve collected over the past

semester is particularly rich in terms of the light it sheds upon

n
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the process of introducing feminist stratégies into the

classroom. The expériences of the participating teachers helped

us to understand that some minimal conditions had to be met

before we could even begin to speak meaningfully about the

pedagogical intervention. Thus our research findings confirmed

the validity of our initial stance. It appeared to be necessary

to valorize new pedagogy with old currency; that is, the teacher

had to emphasize its importance by introducing it

enthusiastically, using it consistently, and reinforcing it with

marks. However, since the teacher was also involved in a learning

process, it now seems necessary to suggest that this too probably

affected the eventual outcomes in ways which we can describe on

the basis of our qualitative data but about which our

quantitative instruments can tell us nothing. tfe also need to

chart this process through more long term studies.

Finally, we want to emphasize that we now hâve considerably

more information about what actually happens in classrooms in a

wide range of différent disciplines, when teachers use such

student-centred and student active pedagogical techniques. In

this respect, the work of thèse twenty teachers over the past

semester represents a valuable contribution to the field of

pedagogical research.
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Le 7 septembre 1988

Chère collègue, cher collègue,

Respectivement professeurs d'anglais, d'humanités et de physique au cégep,
nous travaillons toutes trois actuellement, avec l'aide d'une subvention PAREA de
la DSEC, à un projet de recherche en pédagogie axée sur l'étudiant, dont
l'objectif est l'amélioration et l'évaluation d'un ensemble d'approches et de
méthodes didactiques connexes qui, nous l'espérons, deviendront une ressource
utile pour nos collègues enseignants.

Nous désirons examiner des approches pédagogiques qui permettent d'établir
en classe un climat de respect et d'appui, qui favorisent la participation active
des étudiants au processus d'apprentissage et qui créent un esprit de groupe au
sein de la classe. Les méthodes que nous voulons examiner sont les suivantes :

1. Les méthodes d'autocommunication systématique.
2. Les équipes d'étudiants pour l'étude, tant en classe qu'à l'extérieur.
3. Les projets lancés par les étudiants.
4. Les comptes rendus et exercices permettant d'intégrer l'écriture au

processus d'apprentissage. .
5. Les sujets de cours mettant à contribution l'expérience des étudiants.
6. L'appel à des talents et à des styles différents.
7. La préparation et la présentation en classe en petits groupes. H

Aux professeurs qui consentiront à collaborer à notre recherche, nous
demanderons d'utiliser l'une des méthodes susdites dans l'une de leurs classes «1
H-89 et, parallèlement, de ne pas l'utiliser dans une autre classe (classe
témoin). Puis, nous évaluerons la validité de notre hypothèse générale, à savoir
que le fait d'accroître l'engagement de l'étudiant à l'égard du contenu du cours
donne lieu à un apprentissage plus assuré, plus actif et plus efficace. ™

Pour nous aider dans notre entreprise, auriez-vous l'obligeance de remplir
le questionnaire ci-joint et de le remettre, LE 30 SEPTEMBRE AU PLUS TARD, à H
l'une des personnes contacts suivantes : Greta Nemiroff (Dawson), Louise Vigeant I
(Département de français, Edouard-Montpetit), Sasinaz Calamany (André
Laurendeau), Diane Brière (Montmorency), Fran Davis (Vanier). «

Il est entendu que les réponses au questionnaire ne seront pas divulguées
sous le nom de leur auteur.

Avec nos remerciements, nous vous prions d'agréer, chère collègue, cher
collègue, nos cordiales salutations.

Fran Davis (484-7646) <^?y^^J /^<^uJ
Arlene Steiger (272-9126) H

Karen Tennenhouse (481-7085)
FD/AS/KT/cc

1

1
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PÉDAG06IE AXÉE SUR L'ÉTUDIANT - QUESTIONNAIRE 1^Z
1. Quelles matières enseignez-vous?

2. Avez-vous déjà personnellement utilisé l'une des méthodes suivantes? Cocher
"oui" ou ;'nonu dans chaque cas.

a. L'autocommunication

b. Les équipes d'étudiants pour l'étude
c. Les projets lancés par les étudiants
d. L'écriture comme partie du processus d'apprentissage
e. Les sujets de cours axés sur les étudiants
f. L'appel à des talents et à des styles différents
g. La préparation et la présentation en petits groupes

3. SI VOUS AVEZ DÉJÀ UTILISÉ L'UNE DE CES MÉTHODES, consentiriez-vous à nous
accorder un entretien personnel d'une heure au maximum, pour nous permettre de
recueillir votre opinion quant à l'efficacité de ces méthodes dans
l'enseignement de votre matière et d'enrichir notre répertoire d'applications
et de matériel pédagogique. Dans la plupart des cas, ces entretiens auront
lieu au cours des six prochaines semaines; mais ils pourraient se dérouler
jusqu'au début de décembre, à la date et au lieu de votre choix.

a- Oui, je consens à être interviewé.
b* Pas sûr; j'aimerais avoir plus de renseignements.
c. Non.

4. QUE VOUS AYEZ OU NON DEJA UTILISÉ L'UNE DE CES MÉTHODES EN CLASSE,
consentiriez-vous a participer à notre étude? Dans l'affirmative, un membre
de notre équipe vous aidera à vous préparer au cours d'un atelier, vous
donnera des lignes directrices et du matériel type propre à votre matière et
vous servira de personne ressource pendant le semestre. De plus, nous
tiendrons une réunion au début de novembre pour discuter du projet avec les
participants. NOUS SOUHAITONS QUE NOTRE ÉCHANTILLON SE COMPOSE, POUR MOITIÉ
AU MOINS, D'ENSEIBNANTS N'AYANT JAMAIS UTILISÉ CES MÉTHODES.

Voici ce qu'implique la participation à notre projet de recherche :

a. Assister à un atelier, avec pauses, en janvier.
b. Utiliser en classe au moins l'une des méthodes durant H-89.
c. Enseigner à une classe-témoin à l'aide de ces méthodes.
d. Faire remplir par les étudiants un bref questionnaire d'attitude au début

et à la fin du semestre.

e. Nous communiquer vos opinions durant et surtout à la fin du semestre.

i; Oui» Je ronsens à participer.
ii# Pas surî J'aimerais avoir plus de renseignements.
iii. Non.

5. Renseignements à nous donner pour nous permettre de communiquer avec vous :
Nom ____ Département

Collè9e N« de tél. - Bur. :

Oui Non

Oui Non

Oui Non

Oui Non

Oui Non

Oui Non

Oui Non

Dom. :

VEUILLEZ REMETTRE CE QUESTIONNAIRE LE 30 SEPTEMBRE AU PLUS TARD À L'UNE DES
PERSONNES CONTACTS SUIVANTES :

Greta Nemiroff (Dawson), Louise Vigeant (Département de français, Edouard-
Montpetit), Sasinaz Calamawy (André Laurendeau), Diane Brière (Montmorency),
Fran Davis (Vanier).
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2. The Objectives of the Project:

To define and test, in a broad range of disciplines, a group
of related teaching stratégies, referred to as a feminist
pedagogy, for improving female students' self esteem, interest in
and liking for subject matter, performance, commitment to
continue in subject/programme, and attitude and commitment to
further éducation in gênerai.

Hypothesis:

The over-all hypothesis of the research is that by
mcreasing student engagement with course content, feminist
pedagogy can produce more confident, active, and effective
learning.

Spécifie hypothèses:

a) That humanizing the classroom and establishing an attitude of
mutual respect, trust, and support will contribute to the above
mentioned goals.

Techniques to be tested:

i)Self disclosure: Systematized methods for the exchange of «1
appropriate Personal information about self in relation to
subject by the teacher and by the student.

ii)Peer support: Small study groups or partners for mutual «
académie help and encouragement.

b) That individual empowerment of students as active participants
m the learning process will contribute to the above mentioned 1
goals. |

Techniques to be tested: *-

i)Self-initiated projects:Having students design lab !
experiments, choose topics for term papers, suggest parts
of course content

ii)Using writing in the learning process:Assigning weekly
journals in which students comment and reflect upon
course topics

iii)Incorporation of materials systematically tapping 1
students' expériences I

iv)Drawing upon a wide range of student skills (using
writing in the sciences or using computers in language "l
courses)

c) That democratizing the classroom and building a sensé of »,
community contribute to the above mentioned goals. i

Techniques to be tested: 1

i)Co-operative work units in which students contribute to a 1
common. project - !

1

1
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE (DRAFT)

1. Identify method, discipline, course.

2. Detailed description of the method:
a) spécifie example: Describe a typical day using the method
b) printed materials if thèse are available

c) How integrated was the method into the course as a whole?
d) How was it graded?
e) How much classroom time was given to the method?

3. How would you evaluate this method?
a)What are the most négative things about it? The most

positive? Did you hâve any particular problems with the
method?

b) How did the students feel about it?

Do ail students feel the same way?
Did you feel that there was a différence in the way that
men and women react-è^ to the method?

c) What characteristics or learning styles in students does
this method draw out?

d) Do you hâve any hard data on the success of the method?

4. Why did you start using this method? What pedagogical goals
were you trying to fulfill?

5.How did the use of this method affect préparation and
correcting time?

6. Would you use this method again yourself?

7. What advice would you give to others who might choose to use
this method?

8. Spécifie questions:
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SPECIFIC QUESTIONS ** ^see end) «j

I

Self-Disclosure

Is it accidentai? H

Do you repeat your disclosures in ail your classes?

Do you feel absolute truthfulness is necessary? i

Hâve you elicited"therapeutic" relationships? How do you deal 1
with them?

Do you use self-disclosure in your marking? How? n

Do you require self-disclosure from your students? Does this
create any problems?

Do you hâve any systematic procédures to offer us? !

How important is it for you to link the self-disclosure to «i
the content of the course? If so, how do you do it?

Peer Support Groups H

What is the best size for a peer support unit?

Do you form the partnerships/units or do the stuents choose whom ,
to work with?

Are they usually gender-mixed or gender-separate? Do you hâve anv 1
particular views on this matter? '

What kinds of direction do you provide for the "outside the class
room " aspects of this relationship?

Hâve you ever had peer support groups break down? If so. what did *1
you do? If not, why not? I

Do supoort groups become hierarchical unit? Is this a problem?If »
so, how do you avoid it?

To what extent do you encourage the groups to include concrète
course content in their exchanges? ""

How do you start this process - i.e. how mch do you set up
in the way of structure and requirements?

How do you ensure a project is viable? I

Do you ever use self-initiated projects for some students while "1
others do assignments? If so, what are the problems/advantages? !

Do you hâve ways to get students to generate course content/material? n

1
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Writing in the Learning Process

How do you deal with students* résistance ("This is not a writing
classl")? 6

How do you deal with the reading/marking load? Any good short-
cuts?

What do you do with real literacy problems, that make the writing
incompréhensible?

How important is it for you to hâve students link the Personal
with the course content? Carr-jyou suggest a process which helps
to bring this about?

How concerned are you about the student using h.er own language,
not copying or plagiarizing? What do you do about it?

w Do women students respond differently to writing than men?

Student-Centred Materials
FPI

L Would you be willing to provide us with spécifie examples or
units for us to use in the project?

pi

Do you hâve ways of getting the students to generate course
materials?

m Could you give me a student-centred example of ?
How do you use student error pedagogically?

p

Howdo you reach the information/misinformation/lack thereof
inside students1 heads to bring them forward to real under-

p standing?
Do you hâve any course materials designed specifically for women?

Appealing to Differing Skills and Styles

L What are the standard learning styles/skills for your area?

p Hâve you had expérience of helping students access some content
using other learning styles? What are they, and how did you
make use of them?

Do you simply vary your methods/assignments throughout the
L course or do you offer spécifie alternatives for spécifie

situations?

How do you ensure real équivalence among alternatives?

Do you hâve any observations about how différent skills and
styles affect student success in your area?

Do you hâve any observations about gender-based learning styles
or skills in J-our discipline?
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Collaborative Work on a Collective Project As a Learning Tool

What is the best size for a collaborative working group?

Do you form the groups or do the students choose?

Are they gender-mixed or gender-separate? Do you hâve any views
on this matter?

How do you ensure each member does equal work on the project?

How do you deal with group problems (if any)?

How do you ensure class attention to student présentations?

Do the groups become hierarchical units? In what way (if so)?
Is this a problem? If soi what do you do about it?

** A question worth asking on each strategy is whether the
spin-off from the strategy is so valuable that even if it
doesn t teach the subject that well, it is still worth doing.

csa

i
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le 15 novembre 1988.

Cher-e collègue,

Comme vous le savez, nous travaillons depuis plusieurs mois
à la mise sur pied de notre projet de recherche en pédagogie.
Pour faciliter votre participation à ce projet nous vous invitons
à une courte présentation qui aura lieu MERCREDI LE 30 NOVEMBRE
1988 à 19:30 au "Faculty Lounge" situé dans le corridor 7C, 7ième
étage, Collège Dawson, 3040 rue Sherbrooke 0.

Nous vous transmettons en annexe un extrait de notre demande
de subvention qui explique bien la philosophie de notre
recherche. Malheureusement nous n'avons pas eu le temps de
traduire ce document qui a été conçu en anglais. Nous vous prions
de nous excuser et nous nous engageons de faire parvenir toute
autre documentation en français.

A la réunion de 30 novembre prochain, nous avons choisi de
réunir tous les participant-e-s au projet, aussi la présentation
se fera-t-elle en français et en anglais. Pour permettre a
chacun-e de mieux faire connaissance, un vin-fromage sera servi.

Cette rencontre nous permettra de vous présenter les
stratégies pédagogiques de notre recherche. Vos commentaires nous
aideront par la suite à mieux adapter ces stratégies à vos
besoins particuliers.

Il nous serait également très utile de pouvoir consulter le
plan d'étude du cours que vous prévoyez donner dans le cadre de
la recherche. Aussi, nous vous demandons d'apporter ce plan à la
réunion avec une liste des textes proposés ainsi de toute autre
information que vous jugerez pertinentes.

En terminant, nous tenons à vous remercier encore une fois
d'avoir accepter de participer à cette recherche.

Au plaisir de vous rencontrer le 30 novembre prochain.

Fran Davis

Arlene Steiger

Karen Tennenhouse

R.S.V.P. (avant le 28 novembre): Fran, 484-7646
Arlene, 272-9126
Karen, 481-7085
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APRACTICAL ASSESSMENT OF FEMINIST

PEDAGOGY

PRELIMINARY PACKAGES

FOR USE IN

»»
ROUGH DRAFT**

Please read thèse descriptions very carefully.

S^n in thSSS °oVettel 16' Pi6?Se COntac* «».
give her a plan d-étuSe Ï/IhÏ^ in y0Ur dis^Pline.
and indicat^wHcTnl^kï+i °°Urse t0 be tested-you would like^VntrodLl^o'ît^r $?*&£
s«t!ïe ""' Pl6aSe co^nicate the8e to us at 4e

Xîff IndClCafieSo?her n^Y She^S; att^ance record
availàblefor th. ï!5 neoessary information will beset for JanuaryV.™"* ^kshops, tentatively

ES

1

Research Responsables! !
Arlene Steiger. Sociology Fran Davis. English

Computer Science rSmeh ~]
Early Childhood Education

Karen Tennenhouse. Physics

-i
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« STRATEGYs Systematic self-disclosure in (a) classroom lecture-
L discussion and (b) responding to writing

m OBJECTIVES 1 To personalize and democratize the learning situation
and to establish an atmosphère of mutual respect, trust
and support

METHODOLOGYi (a)Classroom Lecture-Discussioni
Ideally once a week but at least once every two weeks,

the teacher chooses a few moments of class time in which s/he
•» can reveal her/himself engagea in a learning/working process
L rather than as an accomplished master of skills and content.

In making this self-disclosure, the teacher créâtes an atmos-
m phere m which students feel free to examine their own states

of process, reveal their confusion, ask questions, and see the
learning process as universal and désirable rather than either
the temporary state of the young and powerless or the uncomfor-
table state of the impossibly ignorant. We are not recommending
an artificial egaiitarianism between student and teacher.
However, the point is to address the student, insofar as possible,
as one would engage a colleague, albeit a junior one, in a

L discussion of her/his work. The goal is to enhance the student1s
capacity to see her/himself as a serious. learner, one who is

m responsible for her/his own thought process.

L We suggest the following contexts:

(i) A short disclosure of how difficult you might hâve found
[ this particular problem/skill/task/concept when you were a student.

(ii) A short disclosure of how exciting/enlightening/helpful you
p round this particular concept/connection/analogy/trick during

your own learning process.

(iii) A disclosure that you are presently involved in re-think-
p ing the îdea/concept/material being discussed, with some ex

pression of uncertainty of the conclusion you might corne to.
(iv) A disclosure of yourself in the process of doing a parallel

m task (taking a course, writing an article - actually showing the
students your own rough work is very useful -, learning to
do a spécifie thing or being in the middle of a familiar but

p many-facetted task).

(y) A disclosure of some aspect of your life expérience which
illustrâtes something that is being covered in class or read in

m a text, and that helps students deal with their own parallel
expériences.

Self-disclosure is frequently confused with the dis-
p closures of the therapeutic relationship. We remind you that

hère the teacher is in control of the disclosures, and can
ensure that they are appropriate and relevant.

m ^ We consider that the greater the variety of contexts
L in which you use disclosure, the more likely it is to hâve a

positive effect. We will supply you with a simple record sheet
p so that you may keep track of what you do and how you feel

about each disclosure*s effect.



STRATEGY: Self-disclosure (Continued) ""]

b) Responding to written work:

♦h Th! tea?hef/reader communicates her/his reading process of I
the student text and how this process leads to the final grade.
^ t l *tatements a5e used throughout the responding process. ^
The strategy is designed to emphasize reading process as learning I
process on the part of the teacher, rather than prior mastery of
material by the teacher against which the students' efforts are
measured. For this reason the teacher's comments througSoul îhe 1
paper are more important than the final summary comment. !

„k' KBe?aUSf thlS ftrate^ is designed to emphasize the extent to 1
which teachers, like students, are involved in a process of !
grapplmg with various issues, it is particularly well-adapted to
the Social Sciences. Hère, research is, indeed, recognized as an «,
on-going process of confrontation and resolution between the
researcher and the object of her/his research. In self-
consciously communicating this dynamic to students, teachers, we
bexieve. can meanmgfully humanize the classroom by emphasizing
the shared académie endeavour. The student thus becomes, if not 1
partner, then at least an accomplice.

uh. hT! following I statements are presented as a new code
which teachers are asked to use instead of their usual marginalia
and summary comments. It is important to note that no absolute -,
statements about text are made. The "I" statements are process
reactions and not final judgments. We believe that this kind of
communication helps the student to see her/his writing as a
process open to improvement and change in spécifie and humanly 1
manageable ways. uiy |

POSITIVE NEGATIVE

I see your topic clearly I can't find your topic

I understand this point I can't understand you hère

I am convinced t need more convincing
Ifollow this tam lost here I
I like this évidence I need more évidence H

I find this logical I can't find the logic

POSITIVE/NEGATIVE

Although I cannot share your theoretical perspective, I can see
you asembling potential évidence ' Can see

Although I find your références to the text confusing, I think
that your ideas about the issue are relevant

SAMPLE SUMMARY STATEMENTS:

As you can see, I went through o- t ,. H
your paper The oaner **z2i* ^------ as I was reading
plûoa y ycr# ine PaPer itself seems to be worth aboutPlease see my comments throughout your paper '

1

1
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STRATEGYi Using Writing in the Learning Process
/•

L OBJECTIVES» l.To empower students as active participants in the
learning process

pi

2. To encorporate a learning method which seems to
be more comfortable for female students

si 3« To help students to integrate learned material
into their own thought processes

MTKODOLOGYi Teachers assign short pièces of student writing in
which learners articulate what they already know about subjects
to be covered in class, what they hâve not understood about
what has already been covered in class, what conclusions they
hâve corne to about what they hâve read, what questions they

L hâve about what they hâve read, and so on. Articulation in
language helps students integrate course content into their own

pi thought processes, and short writing-to-learn assignments
[ encourage this intégration in graduai non-threatening ways.

In each of the four différent variations of this
" strategy, described below, we emphasize three important prin

ciples. First, the writing must be used for some purpose at
some point by the teacher and/or students. Second, it should

pi hâve a mark value in the overall évaluation scheme of the
course. Third, and perhaps most important of ail, it must not
be corrected or critiqued by the teacher. If such correction
takes place, the student is penalized for taking the very risks
we are asking her/him to take. Ail of our suggestions set up

L contexts for using the writing and suggest ways to "evaluate"
while avoiding criticism that might redirect students1 efforts
into pleasing the teacher rather than finding out what s/he
thinks or knows.

Hère are four variations of the strategy, each
designed to be pursued for an entire semesteri

*• Five-Minute Free-Write. Filed in a Learning Logi The teacher
systematically uses the first five minutes of at least one class
a week for freewriting in the learning log, the.writing task
to be set by the teacher, usually in the form of a question.
This writing is used immediately to spark discussion, create
a bridge between one lecture and the next, find out the problem
areas in reading, track down misconceptions, find out where and
why a spécifie set of problems presented difficulty, etc.
This strategy has the additional advantage of bringing students
to class and getting them involved more promptly. Spécifie
students can be asked to read their worki students can quickly
read each other'si groups of students can pursue the topic.
Whatever use is made of the writing, responses should at some
point be collected and tal2ied, perhaps between classes, or
with the submission of logs every so often.

Other variations of the "first five-minute free-write are
stopping in mid-lecture or at the end of a lecture and having
students write (a) summaries of what has been presented, or
(b) connections between what has been presented and an earlier

psi
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course topic, or (c) spécifie student-generated application or
examples of the theory or idea presented. Again, this has to
be brief, must be used, if not always at least frequently,
and has to be acknowledged but not necessarily read by the
teacher so that it is established as a valued process.

Obviously if one has time and interest in doing so, one
can make greater use of this Five-Minute Learning Log, for
starting group discussions, working toward diad work, working
toward more formai writing, and so on. One can also spend more
tlffie reading the answers, if one wishes, and take from them
topics for lectures, future assignments, etc. But the strategy
can also occupy only 10-15 minutes of class time, perhaps once
a week, and still be useful to get students wide awake and
interested immediately, encourage students to think through
what they are learning, and dignify their learning process
by showing an interest in it.

i

This strategy works best if the teacher writes too, and
shares nis/her writing about once every three or four times
writing is shared. This teacher participation is particularly
rttdiuJ at the beginning of the semester when the teacher's
involvement valorizes the process. Certainly, the teacher
must be silent while students writeis/he could mark, read, do
something that suggests a parallel if not identical thinking/
intégration exercise.

In some cases, a simple 5 mark unit for the writing log
is enough, and you can just give 5 full marks to everyone who
always tries and produces some writing. This use of the log
throughout the semester would be sufficient use of this writing-
to-learn strategy for us to test is efficacy. A Tally sheet
will be provided to the teacher.

2. Longer Writing Log (Journal)t Teachers assign various types
of writing which allow students to reflect on what they are
learning. Students write reactions to what they are assigned
to read, reactions to class lectures, reactions to média
présentations. They can also be asked to deal with course
content is purely cognitive"ways, for example, by writing"
paraphrases of sections of text (50-word paraphrases, 200-
word paraphrases), précis of lectures, chapter outlines of
a reading in the text, lecture outline of the teacher*s lecture,
and so on. We do not think that notebooks per se are adéquate
for this purpose, for, though taking notes does help students
concentrate, it does not force them to think.

This is a much heavier use of the writing log than (1),
and requires careful thought about the workload for student
and teacher. It is immensely valuable for helping students
to keep on top of their reading and to reflect about it, for
helping them to pay attention in class, for actually bringing
them to class in some cases, and for helping teachers find out
what is working and what is not.

Thèse writing logs must be used in some wayi to begin
discussions, to start the writing of papers, or simply to
check that a reading has been done.

1
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vai««IH,,+8+SxJrç5ely4.i5Pot^ant ÏM* tne *2Ê be given some.mark ^value but that it not be corrected or critiqued? Marginalia
is appropriate if the teacher has time, but it should:ibe of
a generally encouraging nature. Real errors in reading or
understanding should not be dealt with in directive comments
in the journals themselvesi the teacher might go over the
material again in class, or ask students to go back over their
journal entry themselves, after the class discussion, and
make "corrections" of their own misconceptions.

3- Collective Class Log. on File in the LibraryiThis is a good
way to use the writing for ail the students, and at the same
time to eut down your own marking/collecting load. Ail you
needto do is to set up a file binder in the library reserve
section, with a labelled space for each student. We suggest
a mark value of about 5 for the contribution of the individual
student. You should read the binder three or four times a
term*

The assignment is that once a week each student writes
about 200 words related to the course and files it, along with
anything else sAe wishes to include,in the class binder. You
couldleave the assignment very open and just hâve them write
reactions, or you could hâve them find newpaper articles on
parallel subjects and write about them, find course-related
cartoons and comment on them, write up how they hâve debugged
programs or run into real problems with spécifie course materials,
write about an everyday illustration of a theory or concept,
etc. Students should be required to read the log and be respond-

m ing to each other, too, whether in the open style of just-
about-anything-relevant-goes, or in a stricter usage where the
collective log is really a record of a class* struggle with
learning to use a computer, learning a set of théories, or
working out physics problems. If they can respond to each

L other they will help each other as well as themselves. The'sine
qua non must be that they write i even if they paste in a cartoon,

m they must still write about it.

**• Question and Answer Boxt In order to use this strategy for
m our project, we would ask you to make it a requirement that

students either pose a question once a week (or after each
class), or, if they do not hâve a question, write out how they
figured out an answer or suddenly understood something by
working out a problem, by watching you work out a problem, by

L reading the text, or whatever. In other words, each student
puts something in the Question and Answer Box once a week,

F with hisAer name on it, so that you know they are each writing
l out what they know or do not know. Make it clear that they must

articulate the full question, not just say "I don't understand
si electric fields"i the "because" or the spécifie place in the

explication that causes the problem must be dealt with in the
writing. We suggest a 5 mark unit just for using the Box fully,
remembering the goal is to get the students to face what they
don't know and to reward them for their confrontation before

• it is too late.

_ Using the Box is easy. You can take the first five or ten
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~h L „1.88.once a week t0 W* * student question on
^„?h :h+ad J™j>Mt°*' and deal with it then and there. You
could extract the student questions as an outline for a review
nÎE«I°U C0"ld+8et UP «tud-nt interviews to deal with th™ 1questions, and at least you and the student would know exactlv
where the problem was. You could set up a small groupof students
to either see you or each other for problem BolvinTy™ could "1
ttaSh£i?W,ti0?,r8 f* the «•«»». « the?ScoincideS. !It should be very clear to the students that you are «sine the
Box systematically and that you value their questions? S

1

1

1WWI

t*|

1

1
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STRATEGY: Use of Peer Support Diads

OBJECTIVES: a) To humanize the classroom by creating structures
which offer students the opportunity to build relationships of
mutual respect, trust and support with other students.
b) To enhance the autonomy and self-sufficiency of each student
by placing value upon student centred learning.

METHODOLOGY: We suggest on-going activities in which the teacher
offers sometimes more, sometimes less structure, but in which
there is always some simple way for the teacher to verify that
the diad is working properly.

Our research suggests that FIXED diads of the students'own choice
seém to work best. However, drop-outs, illness, and some real
diad' breakdowns will necessitate flexibility.

Hère is a working model of how some of the activities might
proceed:

1. At the beginning of the second class, hâve the students choose
partners, interview each other, and then présent each other to
the rest of the class. You could suggest that 5 points be learned

m and presented without notes. such as name, programme, something
the student hopes to learn in the course, something the student
is worried about concerning the course, some outside interest. We
recognize that some teachers may be reluctant to dedicate a
fairly large portion of a class period to this activity. We would

L point out, however, that many users report that the subséquent
différence in class atmosphère and level of student involvement
more than compensâtes for the investment of time. The
présentation without notes also serves to sensitize students to
the importance of developing good listening skills in your

m course. Nonetheless, it may be possible to develop less time-
consuming alternatives. At the end of the class, students should
be told that they will be choosing a permanent partner the next
time.

pi

2.In the third class, allow 5 minutes for students to establish
permanent diads and exchange time tables and home phone numbers.

m You must make a record of the partnerships thus formed. If there
is an extra person a triad can be formed.

p 3. It is essential that there is some in-class use of thèse diads
within the next two weeks. You can ask students to proof-read
each other's work to be handed in; to check each other's note-
taking. The point which must be made at this stage is that they

m can be useful to each other.

4. Spécifie diad tasks:
pi

a) When you assign a spécifie unit of reading, build in a task
which requires that each student must note two difficult or
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controversial areas in the reading; speak to the partner about at
least one; and make notes on what the partner says.Each student
then has two questions and at least one response on a pièce of
paper. You must valorize this work but you can do so in a
multitude of ways: build the material from the students into the
discussion, collect the questions and see what you can use for
explanations or quizzes and tests, etc. This is an outside-the
class use of the diad that can be done by téléphone if necessary.

b) When you require that students submit a particular assignment
in writing, build in a step where the members of the diad must
read each other's drafts.You should offer guidelines to solicit
commentary of a spécifie kind from students.For example, ask them
to read each other's work to see if they are using examples well
to illustrate their points; to check for the appropriateness of
quotations; or to confirm that each student is in fact answering
the question. When such guidelines are not given, students tend
to'limit themselves to correcting spelling and grammar. While
diads may certainly be used for correcting spelling, it is also
important to encourage students to see the diad as an arena for
intellectual exchange. The draft, with commentary is then
submitted to you so that you can see that the process has been
completed.lt is more important to confirm that the commentary has
been done than to evaluate it.

c) Hère is an excellent diad task that intégrâtes reading,
talking, and writing while giving students some control over the
content of the task.lt is easy for you to check and is executed
in less than a class period. This task is particularly useful as
a preparatory step for an essay, or assignment. It could easily
be adapted to a larger research project.

i) Assign each student the task of eoming to a particular class
with their own example(s) of particular items which you want them
to analyse by applying theoretical material already covered in
class. Thèse items might be advertisements to analyse; poems to
interpret; characters, images or thèmes from a pièce of fiction;
case studies; even interview data. You must be very spécifie
about what you want in terms of materials. The idea is that YOU
are directing the task; they are selecting the materials and
exercising some critical judgement about what materials will be
most appropriate in the process. /

ii) The first diad task is to CHOOSE from both partners'
material, the single item of material most likely to yield a
fruitful analysis. This stage of the task forces students to
begin discussing the content of the assignment immediately.

iii) Then, the teacher prépares and distributes to each DIAD a
worksheet. Students must collaborate to fill in this worksheet,
BRIEFLY describing the spécifie aspects of the item which they
are going to analyse; what thèse aspects mean; what course issues
already studied thèse meanings raise; and, where appropriate,
what course readings they will hâve to refer to in order to
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explain the issues.Students are thus able to share and to support
each other through the first essential step of analytical and
integrative work. Note that as a team, they only hâve to identify
a tentative approach to their material. The teacher can sensitize
students to as many issues and considérations as s/he wishes
simply by creating another category on the worksheet.

iv) The students then write their papers INDIVIDUALLY. However,
each diad submits its individual papers bound in a single folder,
along with a diad worksheet and sample item (where appropriate).
Some crédit must be given for the work of the diad (see below);
but the papers are marked individually).

v)^You can also build in diad checking of this, or any other
assignment. The check can be as simple or elaborate as you wish,
ranging from vérification of the authenticity and accuracy of a
footnote to more detailed critiques. You must ALWAYS provide some
form or mechanism for ensuring that it has been done.

d) It is also possible to allow students to teach each other
parts of a course. Split off one small part of a course unit
which the students hâve read about but which you hâve not yet
taught. Stop the class 15 minutes before the end of the period
and give the diad partners time to explain it to each other. Tell
them that they must finish the explanations by the next class. Be
careful to choose something manageable in this time frame. At the
beginning of the next class, proceed to either test them on the
item or spot check for understanding by asking certain diads to
présent and others to critique orally.

We suggest that you continually encourage the members of the
diads to communicate with each other outside .of class; and to
help each other in ways which they can think of but which you may
not. Use the diads frequently in différent ways throughout the
semester and stress the 'importance of co-operation (which does
not mean one doing the work for the other). You might require
that the diads write a short évaluation of how things are going
once or twice in the semester. We suggest very strongly -that the
diad component of any assignment be rewarded with some marks,
however few. (Two or three marks are frequently sufficient to
sustain the motivation for working in a diad.) Alternatively,
some teachers may choose to award a fixed number of marks for
diad work over the semester. Again, 5-10 marks frequently provide
adéquate encouragement.
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STRATEGYi Use of Peer Support Diads/Triads in Science

OBJECTIVESt To valorize the fact that students hâve something to
of^er one another and thereby to humanize the classroom
and establish an atmosphère of mutual respect, trust
and support

METHODOLOGYi We suggest ongoing activities in which the teacher
orrers sometimes more, sometimes less structure, and always
involves some simple way in which s/he can be sure thè diad
or traid is working appropriately. We suggest fixed diads or
traids of the students* own choice, but dropouts, illness and
some real diad/traid bresLkdowns will necessitate flexibility.

The value of diads is fewer complications in terms
of arrangmg meeting times, and possible use of the téléphone.
The value of triads is greater richness of sharing and perhaps
less chance of leader-follower relationships, Please décide on
which format you want to use and insofar as possible set the
whole class to use it.

Diad/Triad work should be checked off as having
ceer. done. In some cases, it may be appropriate to evaluate it
for quality. rie ask you to build a fixed value into your évaluation
systeni for the use of this partnership system. Five marks seems
appropriate.

Early in the semester, in the second or third class,
buw with at least one class of warning, students should be given
-ive minutes of class time to confirm their diads/triads, ex-
cnange téléphone numbers and time tables,and so on. Fass around
a sheet so thax you can hâve recorded on it who the partners are.
(In courses where verbal skills are emphasized, we recommend
paired or triangle interviews and peer introductions to the
class as a whole, but we realize teachers may feel this inappro-
pnate m physics.) Explain to the class some of the ways in
which you plan to use the partners, and how they can maximize
this arrangement in informai ways.

Hère are some Diad/Triad tasks, done outside of class:
1. Make up, together, a problem on such and such a topic which
will then be used either by the teacher in class, as part of
a set of homework exercises, for a class test, or for a review
class. The problem should be checked off.

2. Individuals in the partnership each make up a question for
the other to solve. Both the problems and their solutions then
need to be checked off.

3. Individuals in the partnership must find an analogy or
example from everyday life which will help explain the concept
t0.a partner. Hère the partner writes a very short thank you/
critique which identifies the analogy and says how and why it
helped. Thèse thanks will supply the checking mechanism.
^. As in (3)t individuals find a concrète way to illustrate
a concept or problem, but this time using an actual physical
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object or a construction made of simple materials. This
m assignment is particularly appropriate for working with three

dimensional concepts. Hère the object/construction can be the
checking mechanism, and a short in-class display of ail such

m constructs will valorize the sharing process.

5. The diad/tnad formulâtes a question, in writing, which
articulâtes a particular difficulty in their compréhension of

pi some part of the course. They must give full expression to the
question, not just say HI don't understand electric fieldsMt
the"because, or the spécifie place in the explication, that causes

- the problem must be dealt with in the writing. The question
can be checked off, and can also be used for class explanation.
6. Now and then the teacher can indicate th the next section

m of problems contains certain pitfalls, and selected questions
should be worked on by the partners, together, though each
individual should write out his/her own solution after the
conférence. A checking mechanism does not hâve to be used each
time, but students should keep a record of thèse conférences

L which the teacher should check one time out of three.

pi

pi

pi

Diad/Tr»3.d groupings can be used in conjunction with
other stratégies. If you are using the Collective Class Log,
diad units could sometimes write collaborative entries, at your
direction. If you are using five-minute free-writes, diad/tn^-d
groupings are excellent ways to make use of the writing, in-
asmuchas they can quickly read each other's and offer encourage
ment, information, support. If you are using the Question and
Answer 3ox, you could occasionally hâve the students in the
partnership use their weekly questions or answers, before they
hand them in, and write brief thank you/critiques for you to
check off.

We suggest that you continually encourage the members
of the partnerships to communicate with one another outside
the class and to help each other in ways which they can think
ofbut which you do not assign. Stress the importance of co-oper
ation which does not mean one doing it for the other. You
might get them to write a little évaluation of how things are
gomg, generally, once or twice in the semester.
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oIerat?velvnor«nf5fHted/eading> """"*. student-initiated co-operatively organized and presented course unit in ^ua^u *u
is group reward and individual accountabiUty 1Ch the"
OBJECTIVES: To empower students as active partieiDants in th»
irsjx&r"' to <—•»"«• th. •i«.M«rEtaS!stYï.2:
worfin*%„»ffKSUgfeSting -îhat *roup work <n°« than 3 students""î"?.together for spécifie learning or project goals) be very
a" vaîori^d ^^^ t0 enS??e that task= are doSe? individu"*are valorized, and groups really co-operate. Thus, this strategy
are ™ysUtoyadd:rtrHbed *?, "jreotive in its methodology Tnefe
work oui wUh you. n°de1' h°WeVer' "hiCh "* "iU be h*™ to

wf???n»L^Y; *\ ChK°S! auseotion °f *our course to which you are
Il 3 ! 1° deV2te about three weeks of °lass tine plus priorreading time for students and a period of writing time after the
fh^LT 1SthC0DPleted. f°r individual assignants. You could
nh0„s °"e thematic unit of the course, one section of the text.

one novel, one play, one author, several shortworks, etc
We suggest that this unit should not corne too early in the

course. If you like the strategy you can do it more than once
but you do not hâve to in order to accomplish its goals

2 Alert students early in the semester that this is a unit in
important initiative and group co-operation wiU oë

rennîr^hfr^K reading far in avance of your starting date and
"9" "^w*1?67 kee$.a «ading journal (about 6 sensibly spaced
entries on their reading process: reactions to the material!
questions interprétations, connections with the rest of thé
course and with their lives, etc). Try to make the keepîng of
this journal an easy and pleasant task for them. You will want to
ï«. k!Î îl each ?? the ?ix stries or check them off in some
way; but the entries should not be "corrected". ReSd them as
interesting accounts of students trying to corne to terms wi?h
material on their own. «•»*•«» »«n

f;^To St!ît the ""ï** have students bring their journals to class
and use them m order to produce a list of topics (6 8 of 10)
un^~tatnr>h-hink ^°Uîd be- «sential to cover in orler ?ounderstand this particular unit/book/author, etc.

5. Organize students into groups of 4. (If you are using diads
you can put 2 diads together.) Have each group review thé
individual lists, eliminate répétition, and organize thltopics
in order of importance and interest for the group

?iJh^> ?SX* "T uS t0 Use these grouP lists to produce a classlist of topics which you feel eovers the unit adeauatelv tm«
task can be done by yourself as part of your preP«a?iôn time or?
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even better, it can become an interesting class activity, with
each group watching its contribution go up on the board. You will
want to ensure that each topic is broad enough so that it can be
subdivided. (see 8)

7. Each group chooses a topic area. The teacher acts as référée.

8. Each group meets to subdivide the research for the topic. You
should note that each individual student must have a task that is
meaningful, requires a reasonable amount of work to research, can
be written up, and will add something to the group. The teacher
must therefore approve the division of labour which émerges from
each group.

9. Individuals should work outside of class; however, it helps to
dévote approximately two class periods to various préparations:
one class to assemble individual information and one class to

décide as a group on some interesting way to présent it (NOT JUST
EACH STUDENT READING NOTES). Where the research task is more
extensive, it might make sensé to expand the time devoted to
individual research and to dedicate less class time to group
meeting. For example, students might meet for 10 minutes at the
er.d of several classes to consult with their groups.

10. As each group présents, the rest of the class évaluâtes the
présentation on forms provided by you. It is important to make
the criteria for évaluation clear. Evaluations can also be done

as a group or diad project. (This produces fewer évaluations to
check. )

OR

You could ask the rest of the class to make notes on the

présentations. This is a particularly good option if you want
them to master what is presented. It might appear later on a
test. You must, however, check to ensure that notes are being
taken. -

OR

If you have lots of class time, individuals or groups could make
up questions designed to elaborate or clarify each présentation.

The point is that students must DO something if they are to
become engaged in listening to each other.

11. After ail the présentations, each individual must write up
her/his part in some spécifie way. You could direct them with
some instruction like: "The Importance of (this individual item)
to the (group topic) in the study of (the class unit)". This step
is important. It allows for individual accountability.

12. For the pruposes of évaluation it is important to emphasize
that each step must have some mark value attached to it. We
suggest that low but spécifie values should be assigned to:
journals, individual topic list, group topic list, group division
of labour, and évaluation, notes, or questions. Higher values
should be placed upon: group présentation and individual writing.
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^$7 Varier Collège ^

Le 28 décembre 1988 H

\

Cher(e) Collègue,

Suite aux décisions prises lors de notre réunion de
30 novembre, nous espérons vivement vous voir a l'atelier»

jeudi 12 janvier, a 9h 30, salle D5^3» Collège
Vanier, 821, Boulevard Ste-Croix.

n

Pour se rendre au CEGEP, a partir de l'autoroute Decarie - |
angle Boulevard Métropolitain - suivre la rue Décarie vers le
nord jusqu'à la rue de l'Église; virer à droite et continuer
jusqu'au Boulevard Ste-Croix. Virer à gauchevet tout de suite ""j
a droit et stationner sur le terrain du collège. On peut aussi i
s'y rendre en prennant le métro^ jusqu'à la station "du Collège"
et ensuite l'autobus 117 jusqu'à la rue de l'Eglise. (Voir «j
plan ci-joint.) j

Nous avons l'intention de mettre quelques-unes des strat
égies en pratique avec vous, afin d'en clarifier les enjeux s
mais aussi pour vous permettre de prévoir certains des problèmes
qui pourraient survenir. Nous profiterons aussi de l'occasion
pour vous distribuer les questionnaires destinés aux étudiant(e)s,
les grilles d'utilisation des stratégies choisies, et des
fichiers d'étudiant(e)s pour vous faciliter la tâche de contrôler
leurs travaux.

S'il vous plait, apportez vos documents de l'atelier
précédant, et votre plan d'étude si vous ne nous l'avez pas
déjà soumis.

L'atelier officiel prendra fin a 13h 00, mais il nous fera
plaisir de rester aussi longtemps que vous désirez, pour "•]
répondre aux questions, et discuter de la planification |
particulière des cours.

En attendant, nous vous souhaitons de joyeuses fêtes.

n

fSl

Avec nos amitiés cordiales,

xb^^J

Fran Davis «^i
Arlene Steiger |
Karen Tennenhouse

821 Ste-Croix Boulevard. Si-Laurent. (Québec). Canada H4L 3X9. Téléphone (514) 744-7500
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A PRACTICAL ASSESSMENT OF FEMINIST PEDAGOGY

WORKSHOP OUTLINE

January 12, 16, and 20, 1989

9i30 - IO1I5 Coffee and Danish
Informai discussion
Participants asked to place a question on the Project

in the "Question/Answer Box"

IO1I5 - 11 Introduction to workshops a participatory expérience
with the stratégies

Free-write on the concerns, interests, enthusiasms and/
or doubts participants have at this point

Brief overview of free-writing practice in the classroom
and the various ways to use it

MLvidual introductions and sharing of free-writes
Group discussion of major issues raised
Self-reflective summary of the process, including some

points to remember when using free-writing in
the classroom

11 - 12il5 Free-write on spécifie application to discipline of
a différent strategy (suggestioni using dyads )

Formation of dyads by particpants' discipline
Assignment of dyad taski sharing the stratégies

critiquing the stratégies
listing 2 problems, 1 solution

Group sharing of dyad reports
Self-reflective summary of the process, including some

points to remember when using dyads in class

12il5 - 12i45 Introduction of "Question/Answer Box" and how it might
be^used in various courses

Addressing the questions of the group1
as a model for pedagogy

9 as a final attempt to clarify points for participants
Brief commentary on how to use free-writes or longer

journals for drawing together diverse activity
classes

12i^5 - 1 p.m. Présentation of testing materials and record sheets
to participants

xx
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Varier Collège

A St. Laurent, le 20 février 1989

Chèr-e Collègue,

1

I

Nous vous invitons à une rencontre de mi-session qui regroupera ^
les participant-e-s à notre projet de recherche "A Practical j
Assessment of Feminist Pedagogy". Cette rencontre aura lieu
Mercredi, le 15 mars 1989, à 19:30, à la salle D-543, Collège «*}
Vanier, 821 Boul. Ste. Croix. |

Plusieurs des professeurs participant-e-s ont suggéré qu'il
serait utile et intéressant de partager, dans une telle rencontre,
leurs premières réactions au projet. Nous vous invitons tous,
francophones et anglophones, à une même rencontre afin de v,ous
permettre d'échanger vos idées avec des collègues, soit de la -H
même discipline soit d'une autre. Nous ne ferons pas d'exposé !
formel.

Nous nous réjouissons de partager avec vous vos expériences, et
de répondre à vos questions s'il y a lieu. Du café et un
dessert seront servis.

Veuillez trouver ci-joint la liste des numéros de téléphone, pour
vous permettre de contacter les autres participant-e-s.

Veuillez agréer, cher-e collègue, nos sentiments les meilleurs.

Fran Davis

Arlene Steiger ^
Karen Tennenhouse !

R.S.V.P.: Fran

Arlene

Karen

484-7646

272-9126

481-7085

ra

trô!

FD/AS/KT/cc

1

821 Ste-Croix Boulevard. St-Laurent. (Québec). Canada H4L 3X9. Téléphone (514) 744-7500 i
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VEUILLEZ REPONDRE PAR "OUI" OU PAR "NON" AUX QUESTIONS SUIVANTES.

SI VOTRE REPONSE EST "OUI", VOUS NOIRCISSEZ LA CASE "1"
SI VOTRE REPONSE EST "NON", VOUS NOIRCISSEZ LA CASE "2"

Efforcez-vous de repondre a toutes les phrases, même si certains
choix vous paraissent difficiles.

59. Je crois que le CEGEP est une préparation a la vie
importante.

60. Ordinairement, j'aime mes cours d'informatique.

61. J'aimerais travailler en informatique.

p, 62. Je me sens pret-e a suivre d'autres cours d'informatique.

63. Mon programme me permet de suivre des cours qui
m 'intéressent.

pi

64. J'avais hâte de suivre ce cours.

65. J'aimerais suivre un autre cours en informatique.

66. Je vais probablement poursuivre mes études jusqu'à
1 obtention du baccalauréat.

67. Il serait bon que tous les etudiant-e-s de CEGEP suivent au
moins un cours d'informatique.

68. Je crois que je suis fait-e pour travailler en informatique.

nïnvi aimerais bien Poursuivre mes études jusqu'à la fin du
CEGEP.

70. D'une manière générale, je me plais au CEGEP.

71. J'aime l'informatique parce que j'y apprends des choses
auxquelles j ai déjà réfléchi.

72. J'aime parler de choses qui se rapportent a l'informatique.

7?* ^Je .vais Probablement poursuivre mes études jusqu'à
1 obtention de la maîtrise.

74. Je trouve qu'en gênerai les gens qui ont un diplôme
universitaire sont plus intéressants.

75. Je trouve que mes cours sont étroitement relies a ma vie.

CEGEP* ValS probablement Poursuivre mes études jusqu'à la fin du
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77. J'estime que le CEGEP est nécessaire pour pouvoir faire le
travail que je veux.

78. J'aime regarder les émissions de télévision qui traitent de
1'informatique.

79. J'aimerais bien poursuivre mes études jusqu'à l'obtention du
baccalauréat.

80. L'une des choses que j'aime bien au CEGEP, c'est que j'arrive
a connaître beaucoup des etudiant-e-s qui suivent les mêmes cours
que moi.

81. Je trouve que l'informatique est une matière difficile a
apprendre.

82. L'informatique est une matière intéressante.

83. J'aimerais bien poursuivre mes études jusqu'à l'obtention de
la maitrise.

84. Selon mon expérience, les cours au CEGEP touchent
habituellement de près mes intérêts personnels.

85. Il serait bien difficile pour une femme de faire carrière en
informatique.

86. Je trouve que l'informatique touche de près mes intérêts dans
la vie.
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FINAL TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE:

1. What methods did you use? How?

a) Self-disclosure:

What kind of disclosures? Course-related? Other?

b) Peer-support groups:

How were they chosen? Gender mixed or gender separate?
Did the support group become hierarchical?

c) Writing:

To what extent was it affective? To what extent was it
focussed on course material?
To what extent did you use affective or cognitive questions?
To what extent did the students respond affectively or
cognitively?

2. How did the methods go?
What kind of direction did you provide? Did you meet
résistance?

What were the positive aspects? Négative aspects?

3. How do you feel the students felt about it?
Did ail students feel the same way?

Did some type(s) of students benefit more than others?

What characteristics or learning styles in students did this
method draw out?

Did you feel that there was a différence in the way that men
and women reacted to this method?

4.Did the method have repercussions on other aspects of your
teaching?

Consider: Workload, class atmosphère, ability to cover the
course content, increasing the Personal connections made by
students to the material, effect upon the student/teacher
relationship, the student/student relationship.

5. Would you use the method again? How would you change it? Do
you have advice for others?
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